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PREFACE

This technical report comprises publications made between September

1974 and the present . During this period the program was expanded to

include the study of the nonlinear acoustics of solids. Because of the

broadening of the range of topics, in February 1978 we decided to separate

out a single topic—Ultrasonic Wave Reflection at Liquid-Solid Interfaces—

and present it as Technical Report No. 15. The current technical report

overlaps Technical Report No. 15 in time, but not in subject matter. The

current technical report gives our contributions to subjects other than

reflection of ultrasonic waves at interfaces. For convenience , the

report is divided into three parts.

Part I is made up of two papers dealing with critical mixing of

binary liquid mixtures. These two papers essentially complete our

contribution to this subject for the present.

Part II covers two different measurement techniques. The fi:st

paper is a presentation of a comparison of ultrasonic pressure amplitudes

measured by three different optical techniques and by a thermocouple

probe with calculated amplitudes. The measurements were made

simultaneously in the same ultrasonic field in 1958, but previously

were unpublished. A revival of interest in calibration at the Miami

meeting of the Acoustical Society of America persuaded the author and

Floyd Dunn that our results would be of interest to our colleagues and

thus prompted the publication. The second paper describes the improve-

ment in measurement of ultrasonic wave velocities in solids which results

79 01 0OO
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from the use of capacitive transducer. This techni que eliminates the

perennial bond problem .

Part I I I  comprises six contributions to the nonlinear acoustics

of solids. The first is a short summary paper describing the temperature

dependence of the nonlinearity parameters of germanium and of fused

silica down to 77 °K. The second is an invited paper, given at the 6th

International Symposium on Nonlinear Acoustics in Moscow , which describes

the measuremen t technique and present results on germanium down to 3°K.

The third is a more extensive description of both the nonlinearity

parameter and the third-order elastic constants of germanium between

room temperature and 3°K. The fourth is a short paper given at the ICA

in Madrid on the nonlinearity parameter of four different types of fused

silica. The fifth is a more extensive account of the results of our

experiments on the nonlinearity of fused silica. The sixth and final

paper is a summary paper , given at the International Symposium on Nonlinear

Acoustics in Paris , which gives the temperature dependence of the

nonlinearity parameters and third-order elastic constants of germanium

and copper and makes an attempt to relate them to other quantities of

significance in solid state physics.
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Ultrasonic study of critical mixing of hexane and
(3, (3’-dichloroethyl ether*

Elizabeth M. Bains and M. A. Breazeale
Department of Physics The Unñersity of Tennessee. Knoxville. Tennessee 37916
(Received 8 February 1974)

The velocity and attenuation of ultrasonic waves in the critical temperature region of a binary
mixture of hexane and $, $‘-dichlo roethyl ether have be..n measured at I , 3, 5, 7, and 9 MHz. By
assuming that the attenuation per wavelength is made up of two terms, aX — Af “ + B f ,  we obtain
good agreement with the Fiaman theory for both aX and a/f 2• The magnitude of B • however, is
only partially accounted for by our measured values of ,hear viscosity.

INTRODUCTION has been considered by Kawasaki and Tanaka, ° who
show that bulk viscosity gives an attenuation per wave-

Examination of the attenuation maximum for ultrasonic length which has the same form as that derived by Fix-
waves in the critical mixing region of binary liquids was man . 10

begun by Lucas and Biquard , 1 who attempted to explain The theory derived by Flxman ’° using an excess heatthe observed maximum by analogy with the scattering of capacity rather than bulk viscosity as the mechanismvisible light from density fluctuations. This explanation will be used in the Interpretation of our results. Thishad been successful for critical opalescence. Scattering theory gives an f 1”4 frequency dependence for ax, theof ultrasonic waves in the critical mixing region was in-
vestigated by Brown and Richardson. ’ Later Brown1 re- temperature dependence of aX, and the temperature and

frequency dependence of the velocity in the critical re-ported that scattering accounts for the major part of the gion.exc ~ss attenuation away from the critical point but a
much smaller part as the critical point is approached. Flxman derives the excess attenuation and dispersion

of sound from the interaction between concentration fluc-
A relaxation due to rearrangement of molecular tuations near the critical point and a sound wave passing

clusters was proposed by Chynoweth and Schneider , ~ through the region. The temperature variations asso-
Anantaranian , Wai ters, Edmonds, and Plugs’ and d ated with the adiabatic sound wave alter the concentra-
D’Arrigo, Mistura, and Tartaglia6 reported that a single tion fluctuations , and these fluctuat ions decay toward the
relaxation does not account for the frequency dependence equilibrium distribution according to the diffusion equa-
of the data tion. This decay distorts the temperature variation of

the sound wave, and causes absorption of energy fromThe attenuation of sound in fluids is classically as- the wave.sumed to depend upon two transport properties, shear
viscosity and thermal conductivity: In recent years there have been a number of experi-

mental tests of the Fixman theory. In a number of
) (1) cases ”~~

t3 it was observed that the frequency depen-~~ /4 (y-. 1)1C\
CP deuce of a/f’ of the data followed that predicted by Fix- P

man. 10 Anantaraman ef al. ’ reported that although a/f’
where w is the angular frequency, c is the sound veloc- showed the frequency dependence predicted by Flxman,
ity, Po is the undisturbed density, ij is the viscosity co- aX did not.
efficient , y is the ratio of specific heats, K is the ther-
mal conductivity coefficient , and C~, is the specific heat The purpose of the present work is to show how the
at constant pressure. If the thermal conductivity term frequency dependence of both aX and a/f of critical
Is negligible, then the attenuation per wavelength is di- mixture of hexane and ~~, ~‘-dichloroethyl ether (corn-
rectly proportional to the viscosity coefficient, and is monly called chlorex) can be brought into agreement
also a linear function of frequency. Although an in- with the Flxman theory. This is done by assuming an
crease in viscosity at the critical mixing temperalure excess attenuation , whose frequency dependence is the
was measured early in the study of binary liquids , ~ and same as that caused by viscosity, in add ition to the cx-
a theoretical explanation of it has been offered , the ef- cess attenuation resulting from the Fixman mechanism.
fect of this increase heretofore has been assumed to be
negligible in explanations of the increase in attenuation THEORY
in the critical region. The magnitude of this increase
in viscosity is typically 5%.—40$ , whereas the magnitude Ftxman calculates an excess heat capacity per unit

volume due to variations in entropy , expressed In terms ofof the increase in aX is typically factors of 2— 10. In the Fourier components of the radial distribution function. Thedata to be presented, however, the effect of shear via- perturbation of the equilibrium components caused by tern-cosity is noticeable. perature variations in the sound wave is evaluated by la-
in addition to this shear viscosity, there is evidently troducing into the diffusion equation a heat capacity that

an increase in bulk viscosity in the critical region. The is dependent both on local temperature and on Fourier
effect of the bulk viscosity on the attenuation of sound components of the radial distrlbttlon function that are

1238 The Journa l of Chemical Physics, Vol. 61, No. 3, 1 August 1974 Copyrl~n 01974 Amsrlcsn Institute of Physics 
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exponential functions of time. The excess heat capacity dependence of the experimental a~ . According to equa-
is obtained in terms of a complex integral and is lions (10) and (11) , the excess attenuation per wavelength

~~2)2(J1
V/4 aA should depend onf °4 . As will be shown, the experi-

~~~ (r c —
~ F ( d) , (2) mental data do show such a dependence; however , it isar a/ necessary first to remove the linear frequency depen-

where dence to be expected from shear viscosity. In order to
do this , il ls necessary to introduce a plot of a/f l as aF ( d ) =  d ~ u 4 (w 2 

+ l )  ~[ — id 2 
+ u ’2(w 2 

+ I)]~ ‘dw , (3) 
function of freq uency. This allows one to separate out

d ,c 2 (ii / ~o) ”2 , (4) the shear viscosity contribution as a constant term.

and EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

~~~~ ~ 1V~(n 1 +n ,) (5) A critical mixture of chlorex and hexane was sealedm 1 2iva(l~2 in a cylindrical glass tank. A draw ing of the apparatus
The integration variable in Eq. (2) is u k/ ic , and the is shown in Fig. 1. Measurements of the ultrasonic at-
parameters are Boltzmann’s constant k5, temperature tenuation and velocity were made by single crystal pulse
T, critical temperature T~ , parameters of the radial techniques , with the pulses propagating between a piezo-
distribution function ic and a, angular frequency 0, dif- electric quartz crystal in the transducer and the air-
fusionconstanth , and molecular mass , molecular vol- backed mica sheet in the reflector. The transducer
ume , volu me fraction , number density, and mass frac - could be translated through the liquids relative to the re-
t ion , m 1, V1 .  q~ , n 1,  ~~ 

and c 1, C ,, respectively, for flector , and the distance through which it moved could
liquids 1 and 2. be measured with a 3-in, dial gauge to an accuracy of

±0 . 001 In.The imaginary part of the integral in Eq. (3) deter-
mines the sound absorption and the real part of that in- The electronic circuits used to generate and analyze
tegral determines the dispersion of the speed of sound. the ultrasonic pulse are shown in Fig. 2. An rf pulse

The calculation of the attenuation and dispersion of generated by an Arenberg Model PG650-G pulsed os-
sound is made by assuming that C,, and C,, are increased d ilator was fed into both an echo detecting circuit and a
by the same amount by the composition fluctuation s frequency measuring circuit. In the echo detecting cir-

cuit a diode switching circuit isolated the pulsed oscilla-
C,, 

~~~~ 
+ —~~~~~~ -- 

~~. = + —
~~~~~~

-— (6) tor from the crystal and also protected the detector by
‘11 ~~~~ ~~ 

‘ clipping the initial pulse while minimizing attenuation of
the low amplitude echoes. The 1 MHz signals were fed

where N0 is Avogadr o’s numbe r and cj and ~~ are heat directly to an oscilloscope (Tektron ix Type 555) , but the
capacities in the absence of critical composition fluctu- higher frequency signals were detected by a Hewlett-
at ions. Packard 855 ~~ectrum Analyzer before going to the os-

The sound wave propagating along the x axis is given cilloscope. For the attenuation measurements the height
by of the first echo was measured with a voltage comparator

unit (Type W) for different transducer positions.
i-exp i(u ,x/ c~— w I) , ( 7)

where c~ Is the complex speed of sound . It Is related to
e, ,  the speed of sound In the absence of critical com-
position fluctuations , by 

/

— 2 (f l l +f l , ) C~(~f _ 1)J . (8) 
Dial Gaugerc —4 N~A ‘C 0

The real part of c~ is the speed of sound c. The imag-
m ary part of w/c0 is the attenuation a. The attenuation
per wavelength is 2irc0a/w. Using Eq. (2), the speed of
sound and the attenuation per wavelength can be written
In terms of the complex integral F(d)  as

Gfass Tank
c~’c o { l — ,’HR e[ F (d) ] }  (9)

and
= l r H Im [ F (d) 1,  (10)

where . ....-‘ Trantt*xer

___________ 

•_S
~Th,rmocog4*,

H (
~ i)~~~( 

I~’~ 1
— T~~-~ -) 47r’(n 1 +n ,) ey 

(i i)  

~~“~~ Qeclor
and R Is the gas constant.

The most direct comparison of the Fixman theory with
experiment comes from a determInation of the frequency PIG. I . Mr s , , i , rement chamber.

J . Chscn . Phys,, Vol . 61, No. 3, 1 August 4
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~~~~~~i~cer ~or otOr The frequency of the generator was then counted by a
General Radio 1191-B Counter.

frequency of the generator was adjuste d for zero beat.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ liquids was regulated ~~ a Haake Circulator. This regnla-

- - - - Temperature regulation was provided for the liquids
under investigation through heat exchange liquids sur-

Sw,t cr r. :50,, : rounding the tank . The temperature of the heat exchange
C,r:upt 

Cw stability of the binary liqutds was much bette r than this
tion was ± 0.02 ~C inside the circulator. The temperature

Gcnerator because they were inside a carefully insulated container.
The temperature of the binary liquids was measured by

D~t~~ t ~r the glass- encapsulated iron- constantan thermocouple
ounter shown in Fig. 1 and displayed on a strip chart recorder.

After assembly, the apparatus was tested by making
a measurement of a/f ’ for distilled water between 0 and

OscdiOscopU 
L ~ 23. 5 °C. The measured values of a/f ’ fell within the

— Mixer experimental scatter of the data of Smith and Beyer. ’4
X They stated an average probable error of 5% for their

measurements.
..t.TYPCW :TYPOCA 

~~~~~~~~ In the calibration data , as well as in the critical mix-—r~ : : ing data, a diffraction correction was made.” This cor-
- rection was as large as 50% at 1 Mlix, and was only 1%

at 9 MHz . The intermediate frequencies had a correc-FIG. 2 . Electronic system. tion between these extremes.

Velocity of ultrasonic waves In distilled water men-For the velocity measurements, echoes from double mired between 0 and 20° C exhibited a mean deviatIon ofpulses generated by the Arenberg oscillator were over- 0. 17% from the curve given by Wilson. ‘~lapped to measure wavelength by a modified interferom-
eter technique. The frequency counti ng circuit used a Viscosity measurements were made using an Ostwald
mixer (l1P10504A/B) to mix the short (I .e. , 20 ~.isec) rf capillary viscometer in a bath whose temperature was
pulses with a cw signal generated by an HP86O1A Signal controlled by an Artronix Model 5301 Temperature Con-
Generator. The difference frequency output signal from troUer. The viscometer was calibrated by using dis-
the mixer was displayed with the oscilloscope and the tilled water as a reference liquid.

~~1.20 
-
~ A) ~~1.20 (rn ~ 120 (c)U U

5)1 MHZ e 3 MHz 5 MHz
0~

1.15
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° N

~~~~~~~~~~
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16
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E

‘
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-
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FIG. 3. Ultrasonic wave velocIty In the single-phase region above the critical temperature 12. 7 C .
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the velocities in Fig. 3 is — 4 m/sec ‘C away from the
~1 4CI,, critical point . It decreases to — — 5 m/sec ~C at the
E critical point . Thus , it is seen tha t the temperature co-
-I
o - efficient of the critical mixture becomes sm aller than

5MH z tha t of the noncritica l mixture (or of the separated liq-
>-
I.-

1 
~~ N<MHZ ulds) In agreement with the Fixman theory.

1.) t .ttenuation0
-J
wi 3( In Figs. 5(a)—5(e) are presented measured values of

the attenuation per wavelength aA as a function of tem-
0 8 16 24 32

TEMPERATURE (‘C ) perature in the single-phase temperature region. The
solid curves are a best fit of the data points , assuming

FIG. 4. Ultrasonic wave velocity in chlorex as a functio n of the functional form of the Fixman theory given In Eq.
temperatUr e . (10) with an additiona l term to account for the noncritical

attenuation:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

cxA = n H I m [ F (M] +  coast. (12)
Velocity

Measured values of the ultrasonic wave velocity in the The tables of Kendig et al. ‘~ were used to evaluate the

critical temperature region are shown In Figs. 3(a )— 3(e ) integral F (d) .  The values obtained by extrapolating these
curves to the critical temperatur e 12. 7 °C are shown infor the frequencies 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 Mlix . It is seen that

the velocity in the single-phase temperature region in- Table I as ~~~~~~~ This procedure depends upon a

creases as the critical temperature Is approached. This tacit assumption that all mechanisms contributing to the
critical attenuation (shear viscosity, etc. ) have approxi-behavior is the reverse of that predicted by the F1.xman

theory, but is reconcilable with It, 6 Both chlorex and mately the same temperature dependence. The fit of the
hexane have a negative temperature coefficient larger experimental data is taken as an indication of the validity

tha n that for the mixture at the critical temperature, of this approximation; however , an improvement in the

The temperature coefficient of hexane is’7 — 4 .4 m/ approximation is possible.
sec ‘C. The velocity in chiorex as a function of temper- Measurement of the shear viscosity as a function of
attir e is given in Fig. 4, where the temperature coeffi- temperature allows one to introduce the temperature
d ent is f ound to be — 3. 57 rn/sec ‘C. (The data po ints dependence of the noncritical attenuation through use of
for 5 MHz are shown in the figure; those for 1 and 9 Eq. (1). (The temperature dependence of velocity is ob-
MHz are not. The scatter at these frequencies was sim- tam ed fro m FIg. 3.) Both viscosity and velocity data
ilar to that at 5 MHz .)  The temperature coefficient of were obtained from linear extrapolation of the asymp-

6 x10~~ 6 x10~ 6 ~~~ ta ) (U) (C)

1MH z 3 MHz 5 MHz

4 4 4

4I ¼
~~~~~~~

’ 
_  

_

4• . 4
‘22 ‘

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _

sA~~~~~~~_ _ _

•

0 8 16 24 32 0 8 16 32 0 8 i3
TEMPERATUR E ( C )  TEMPERATU R E ( C )  TEMPERATURE ( C )

6 x10 3 6 ~~~~~(0) (a)

MHZ
4

‘V

___________________________ 
AnO,,_c,#kal 

~~~~l
0 8 16 24 32 0 8 16 24 32

TEMPERATURE (‘C) T E M P E R A T U R E  ( C )

FIG . 5. Atte n uatIon per wavelength in the single—phase region above the critical temperature 12.7 ‘C. Solid line is Flxman theory.
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TABLE I. Perimeters used in fittlngdata to theF&xnian theory. According to Eq. (10), aA,~,, is proportional tof ~”.

Frequency (a//i) The remaining attenuation per wavelength has been la-
(MH z) ~~~~~~ O t~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ (x 10’~

’
~~o’/om) 

beled uvlsclikeVt because it Is proportional to 1~ 
as Is the

viscosity contribution.
1 0. 0034 0. 00234 0. 00199 200. 0
3 0,0031 0. 00265 0.00160 75. 9 These values of 07t can be expressed In terms of a/f’

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5 0.0040 0.00308 0.00134 53. 0 by dividing by cf. Values of (G/f ),gN,. are given In
7 0. 0049 0. 00387 0. 00143 47. 5 Table I. mnce viscosity contributions to a/f’ are con-
9 0. 0057 0. 00435 0. 00121 41.6 slant In frequency, one can plot a/fe as a function of

frequency and Identify the viscositylike contribution from
an evaluation of the intercept. We chose to use the fre-

totic values away from the critical point. For example, quency dependence off ”4 expected from the Flxman
the assumed noncritical contribution to viscosity is in- contribution as abscissa in FIg. 7. The fact that the
dicated by a dotted line in PIg. 6, in which we have data fall on a straight line with a nonzero intercept in-
plotted experimental deta for the chiorex- hexane mix- dicates that a/f’,,, is adequately expressed by the sum
tn~~• of two terms:

- - It one considers only shear viscosity, the attenuation (a/f’),,,,,,,=A ’f”4+ B’. (15)
per wavelength calculated from Eq. (1) ii much smaller The coefficient A’ is identified with the Flxman contri-than that observed. Since we are unable to calculate the bution; B’ Is viscosltylike. Since the magnitude of B’bulk viscosity contribution, we simply multiply by the
factor required to bring the viscous attenuation ~ 

Is independent of frequency, this Intercept value can be

of the attenuation calculated from Eq. (12) at 30°C. subtracted at each frequency to isolate the contribution
of the Fixman mechanism.(The trend of the data indicates ths~ the noncritical con-

tribution to aX has approximately this value at that tem- The effect on aA,~,,, of subtracting the viscosityilke
p.rature. Th. use of 100% Instead of 80% alters the contribution is indicated in FIg. 8 in which we have
magnitudes of calculated coefficients by a small amount, plotted aX~ ,,,, both before and after subtracting the vii-
but does not alter the conclusion. ) Using the extrapolated cositylike contribution obtained from Fig. 7. As can be
noncritical temperature dependence of i~ and c, the non- seen, after correction the data follow a better straight-
critical attenuation is extrapolated to 12. 7 °C. 

- 
The cal- line behavior as a function of f ~

4, In agreement with
culated curves are superimposed on FIg. 5. The critical the Flxman theory. The uncorrected data show a cur-
contribution from shear viscosity and velocity would vature not seen in aX,1,,,. Use of any value of B’ oUter
raise these curves by approximately 5% at the critical than the Intercept value of PIg. 7 introduces a similar
temperature. Oi the scale of Fig. 5, this difference is curvature in ~~~~~~~~~
less than th, width of th, line labelled aX noncritical. One can attempt to explain this vl.cosltyltke contri-

The difference between the two curves I~ Fig. S at button by assuming that all viscous mechanisms in-
12,7°C has been defined as the excess attenuation per crease in proportion to shear viscosity In the critical
wavelength resulting from critical ph nomena as follows: region. The viscosity Increased by 6% In the critical

region, as shown In FIg. 6. This would lead to an ox-
aX,,,,, - ~~~~~~ — a.,,~,,,5j,,1. (13) cess attenuation indicated by the cross-hatched region in 1‘itla excess attamiatlon, given in column 3 of Table I ,

1.otm.rv.d tob. mad. up ot two part. whlch lmve dtf- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  I ,.

f rent fr.quemy dependence:
2r xiO~’aA 5— 

~~~? t M ~ 
aA,$,,,Ik,. (14)
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E. M. Bains and M. A. ~reazeale: Ultrasonic attenuat ion in crit ica l mixtures 1241

wavelength to bulk viscosity effects; however , Such an
‘~ I.CG~RECTEO assump tion would be Inconsistent with the results of

5 xlO” “ ¼amjn Kawasak i and Tanaka , ’ who show that in the critical re-
glon the bulk viscosity produces an aX which has the
same form as the Fixman Integral [Eq. (3)].

FIG. 8. Critical point v a1u~s

j  
3 • of the attenuation per wave- Note added tn Pro of ~ A recent publication by Peter

. length fitted to the freq uency H. Rogers and A. L. VanBuren [.1. Acoust. Soc. Am.
2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ dependence predicted by Fi x- 55, 724 (1974)1 gives a simple closed-form expressionman, which makes the correction of attenuation data for the
1 

. effects of diffrac tion quite direct. Zn addition, this ex-

__________________ 

pression is valid over a wider range of distances than
C ~ ~~ the graphical correction of Seki , Granato, and Truell

r” I~.1HZ).w (Ref . 15).

°Reeearch supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Research.
Based on experimental results of Elizabeth C. Miller (Bab e) ,

FIg. 7, which is lees than 20% of the viscosltyllke con- Ph. D. dissertation , University of Tennes see , 1972 .
tributlon, We see, therefore , that simple assumptions 1R. Lucas and P , Biq uard , Trans. Faraday Soc. 38, 130 (1937).2A. E. Brown and E. 0. Richardson , Phil . Mag. 4. 705 (1959) .about the viscous mechanisms do not aUow us to account 3A . E. Brown , Acustica 18, 169 (1967).for the excess attenuation. But whatever Its origin , the 4A, ~~ . chy noweth and W. C. Schneider , J. Chem. Phys. 19,remaining excess attenuatIon appears to have a frequency 1566 (1951).
dependence which Is the same as that of viscosity. 1A. V. Anantaraman , A. B. Walters , P. D. Edmond s, and C.

J. Pings, J. Chem. Phys. 44, 2651 (1966).
CONCLUSION 60 D’Arrigo . L, Mistura , and P. Tartaglla , Phys . Rev . A 1,

280 (1970) .
Measured values of velocity and attenuation of ultra- TJ. Fr ledlUnde r , Z. Phys. Chem. 38, 385 (1901).

sonic waves in the critical temperature region of a 5M. Flxman , .1. Chem. Phys. 36, 310 (1962).
chiorex—hexane mixture have been compared with the K. Kawasaki and M. Tanaka , Proc. Phys. Soc. 90 , 791 (1967).
theory of Ftxman. The velocity data show a trend which 10M. Ftxman , J. Chem. Phys. 36, 1961 (1962).
Is consistent with the Flxman predictions. The attenua- ‘~G. D’Arri~o and D. Sette, J. Chem. Phys. 48, 891 (1968). - 

)
~S. 8. Yun , J .  Chem. Phys. 52, 5200 (1970).tion data are found to be described by a sum of two r .  Kruus and T. A. Bak , A d a  Chem. Soand . 20, 231 (1968).terms. The frequency dependence of one term is In 14 M. C. Smith and B. T. Beyer , J. Acoust. Soc. Am . 20 , 608

agreement with that predicted by the Fixman theory. (1948).
The frequency dependence of the second term is that cx- 110, Seki , A . Granato , and B. True ll , J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
pected from shear viscosity; however, the magnitude of 28 , 230 (1956).
the vlscosltylike term is greater than can reasonably ~~ ~W. I). Wilson , J.  Acoust . ~~~ Am. 31, 1087 (1959).
expected from the critical increase in shear viscosity 17W. Schaaffs , “Molecular Acoustics , ” in Landoit-Bbrsstein
for this mixture. Although there should be a similar NumerIcal Data , New SerI es , edited by K. H. Heliwege and A.

l~l. Hellwege (Springer, Berlin, 1967), Vol. 5, p. 41.frequency dependence resulting from thermal conductiv- ‘6A. ~~ . Kand~ , R. H. Bigelow, P. D. Edmonds, and C. .7.
- fly, this contribution Is expected to become vaniehingly p~~,, J. Chem. Phys. 40, 1451 (1964); ADI Auxiliary Pub-

small in the critical region. ’ It would be tempting at llcatbon Project , ~Photodup1ioation Service, Library of Congress,
this point to attribute the remaining attenuation per Washington, D.C. ,  Document No. 8744.
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Ultrasonic wave attenuation in the critical temperature region of
binary liquid mlxtures *

Elizabeth M. Bains and M. A. Breazeale
Dqa,tment of Physics. The University of Tennessee. Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
(Received 13 September 1974)

Recently we published measurements of the att enua- The nonzero intercept value Isolates a part of a/f’ that
tion and velocity of ult rasoni c waves in the critical is Independent of frequency, as is the attenuation due to
temperature region of the binary system hexane and .‘ ‘~~~tty. For all the data except that of Ref . 1 , the$, ~‘-dIch1oroethy1 ether . By assuming a “viscosity- Intercepts Include the noncrlttcal atten uation as well as
like” contribution to the critical attenuation in addition the critical region “viscosIty-like” contributions. The
to the noncritical attenuation (which also has the fre- noncritical attenuation was subtracted from each data
quency dependence expected for attenuation due to via- point in Ref . 1 so that the intercept is only the “viscos-
coelty), we were able to obtain agreement with the the- ity-like” contribution,
ory of Flxman for the cri tical alt as well as a/f’. Pre-
vious authors , in fitting data to the Flxman t heory, In FIg. 2 are given the same data plotted In the form

• found agreement with a/f ’, but not with alt .” In alt as a function of f’~ ~, which is the frequency depen-
this note we demonstrate that the assump tion of a dence predicted by Flxman. The values of alt were
critical region “viscosity-like” contribution in the data calculated by subtracting the intercept values shown In
for several other mixtures Identifies a term In the crit- Fig. I from the appropriate experimental values of
Ical alt which agrees with the f ~~~~~ frequency dependence a/f’ and multiplying by cf. As can be seen , the data
of the Flxman’ theory , points in FIg . 2 agree quite well with the stra ight lines ,

with the possible exception of the data of D’Arrlgo ,
Figure 1 gives a/f’ as a function of f”4 for the Mistura , and Tartaglia.’ Several of their data points

binary mixtures listed. These data were taken fro m are also seen not to lie exactly on the line of FIg . 1. A
Ref a. 1—6. In every case the agreement between data smaller intercept on the a/f’ curve would lead to a
points and the straight line shown (the least squares fit more linear alt curve; however , for consistency we
of the data) is satisfactory, confirming the agreement of chose to define the Int ercept by the least squares fit of
(i/f’ with the Fixman theory reported for these data. a/f ’ as a function of 1s 14 , The curvature of the alt

live Journil of Ch.mic.l Phyilci, Vol . 02, No. 2, 16 J nusry 1976 Copyrb~ t 0 1973 Atnsrbesn I nstItute of Physics
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FIG . I .  Measured frequency dependence of ~ /j 2 for b imiry

04 a~ o~~~~ ibname’ for ~, $‘-dichloroethy l ether.) (b) Refe rence 2. (c) Ref- 0
cre nc c 3. (dl Reference 4. (e) Reference 5 . (f) Reference 6 . f 1M ( MHZI54

FIG. 2 . F requency dependence of ~ X for binary liquid mix-
tures . (a) Reference 1. (h) Reference 2~ (c) Reference 3. Id)curves was found to be very sensitive to the magnitud e Reference 4 . (e) Reference 5. (VelocIty was assumed to be

of intercept used . 1250 rn/sec . Another value would change the slope of the line

In Table I we compare the value of intercept found slightly , but would make no change in the scatter of the data .)
(1) Reference 6.f rom Fig . 1 (for each set of data other than that of

Ref . 1) with the value for noncritical attenuation ob-
tained for those data by the experimenter . For the
data of Ref . 1, as stated above, the figure shows val- each case the intercept (whIch is the value required to
ues of excess atf 2 with the noncritical contribution isolate the Fixman term in alt )  is larger than the pre-
subtracted , so the existence of an Intercept in that case viously calculated noncritical value of a/f 2 . This
clearly indicates a critical region “viscosity-like” term , would hav e remained true even if we had used a smaller
Other experimenters expressed their total a/f 2 in the intercept to bring the data of D’Arrigo , Mistura , and
form Tartaglia into better alignment.

a/ 1 2 =Af ”4 I m f F ( d ) ] + B ( T ) ,  (1)
I I In summary ,  the procedure we have outlined Isolates

where Im(F (d) ] is the imaginary part of the Integral that part of the critical attenuation that Is accounted for
given by Ftxman , 7 d depends on the temperature , and by the theory of Fixman . For the cases given above , it
A and B(T) are constants obtained by fit of the data to also shows that a “viscosity-like” term exists in the
the temp erature dependence predicted by Fixman . The cri tical region . For the hexane and fi, ~ -dich1oroethyl
term B(T) is identified as the noncritical part of a/ f2. ether system , it was found 1 that the critical region In-
D’Arrlgo , Mistura , and Tartaglia gave the value of crease in shear viscosity was not sufficiently large to
8(T) listed in Table I from their fit; the other values account for the magnitude of the “viscosity-like” term.
are average values for all frequencies calculated from Whether or not this Is true for the other cases cannot be
experimenta l values of a/f’ and the empirical A , In answered at present because of the lack of data on ex-

cess critical point viscosity for the other systems.

TABLE : I. Comparison between intercept values of a/f 2 from
I~lg, I and the total noncritical a /f e  obtained by the exper i—
ynenter. 5Research supported in part by the U. S. Off ice of Naval Re—

intercept B(T)fro/f’ noncritical ) search .
Bin ary mix tu re  (sec 2/cm) (,ec’/cm) ‘E. M. Baln~ and M. A . lire azeale, J . Chem. Phya . 61, 1238

(1974). -

Nltrohenzene—n-hex ane’ 148’ 10’° 126x 10” 20. D’Arrigo and D. Sette, J. Chem. Phys. 48, 691 (1968).
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 435x iO” 315x j -~ ’IT ‘A. V. Anantaraman , A. B. Walter ., P. D. Edmond., and C. .1.Tr i—th yl am lne— wat er ’ 565 10’S” 343 * 10”
n- He,j lane—o-toluldine4 348* 10” 186 * ~~~ 

Pings , .J. Chem. Phys . 44, 2651 (1966),

Anhlin .—cyclohexanr ’ 148* IO~” b O X  10” 
4s~ S. Yun , J. Chem. Phys. 52, 5200 (1970).
‘8. N. Rao and K. S. Rao , .1. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 83, 847 (1972).

‘Reference 2 . 4Referenee 5. 
~~~~ D’Arrigo , L. Miatu ra, and P. Tart aglia , Pity.. Rev. A 1,

‘Reference 3. ‘Reference 6 . 286 (1970).
‘Reference 4. ‘M. Fixman , J . Chem. Phy.. 36, 1961 (1962).
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PART II

Paper No.

1. “Comparison of Methods for Absolute Calibration of Ultrasonic
Fields” (M. A. Breazeale and F. Dunn), J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 55 (3),
6 71—672 (1974). —

2. “Elimination of Transducer Bond Corrections in Accurate Ultrasonic-.
Wave Velocity Measurements by Use of Capacitive Transducers”
(John H. Cantrell , Jr., and M. A. Breazeale), J , Acoust. Soc. Am.
61 (2), 403-406 (1977).
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Comparison of methods for absolute calibration of ultrasonic
fields*

M. A. Breazeale
~~)eks Depanmen:. University of Tennessee. Knoxville. Tennessee 37916

F. Dunn
ilioacoussics Researel, Laborai oey. tlsit ’ersIty of Illinois, Urbana, IWnois 61801
(Received 10 December 1973)

Methods of determ ining the absolute ultrasonic pressure amplitude under identical circumstances are
compared . Methods used are (I) radiation force on a small sphere, (2) thermoelectr ic probe , and (3)
three optical techniques.

Subject aa~sificatiou : 35.80 80.30.

At the recent Society meeting in Miami (28 November— The circumstances of this comparison involved the
1 December 1972) , the Technical Committee on Physical research prog rams at Michigan State University under
Acoustics sponsored three sessions on ultrasonic energy the direction of the late E . A , Hiedemann and at the
and power measurements . These sessions included University of illinois under the direction of the late W.
state-of -the-art invited papers , tutorial papers , round J. Fry. The former grou p had been concerned with
table discussions, and contributed papers on current in- three optical methods, viz., the refraction (imagebroad-
vestigations. The attendance and discussion participa- ening) method, 1 the diffraction method, ’ and the refrac-
tion clearly showed that such measurements, and their tion (decrease of light intensity) method,’ while the lat-
interpretation , are of fundamental importance in a va- ter group had been employing the method of radiation
riety of ultra sonic research program s - During the round force on a small solid sphere 4 and the transIent thermo-
table discussions and discussions following formal pres- electric method .’ While each group had found favorable
entations , a question was raised about the degree to comparison among the methods they embraced , more
which various absolute measurement procedures com- extensive treatment was considered desirable . The pro-
pare. Though considerable interest was exhibited in cedure involved the IllinoIs group calibrating one of its
this point , no published works were recalled , extempo- thermocouple probes against the radiation force detector

- raneously, for citation. The present authors were re- (small solid sphere) and transporting it to the Michigan
minded that they carried out such a comparison involv- State campus where the former ’s experimental arrange-
ing five different methods , at two laboratory sites , in ment was duplicated . Thus the thermocouple probe was
1958 , but that the results had not been published. We operated by the Michigan State group in the same way as
report herein our findings in the hope that we may an- in Illinois and its output compared with that detected by
swer some of the questions raised In Miami, the three optical methods mentioned above. Figure 1

illustrates this comparison in water for the output from
a 8-cm-diam quartz transducer, fundamental thickness

______________________________ 
resonant frequency 990 kHz. Curve A Is the output cal-

‘~~‘1’ • I culated under the assumption that the transducer is a
- piston-like vibrator , The piezoelectric constant e11
- . ~‘4 .77xl04 was used In this calculation. Curve B is the

1-S - ‘ C is from the optical image broadening method.1 Curve
D is front the light diffraction method .’ Curve E is from

1. 2 - the decrease of light intensity method ,’ It is seen that
the experimental results exhibit a total range of approx-

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ average of values from the thermocouple probe, after
-~~ 

,
,

,

,

, 
correction for temperature variation of the output. Curve

imately ±10% about the mean, and that this mean is ap-
~ p. . - . proximately 27% below that calculated from the voltage=

applied to the transducer, Because of the assumptions
made In the calculation , one should consider this cal-1.4
~~~~~~~~ value to be the maximum value poesibis under

- • - - ideal conditions . The true value should be less thanthis,
5.2 • 

5.4 
• 
•., 

‘ 
•.~~ 

• 
~~~~ 

1.2 as the experimental results show.
!SA NSO UC (5 V OL TAGi  (~J

FIG. 1. CalIbration of a 990-bRa quartz transducer: (A) Cal- Although further refinements of the optical methods
oulated output with .

~ 
-4.77 x 1O~; (B) th.rmocoupl. pzobe 1 (C) have reduced the scatter among the data, and the avail-

• optical imag, broadening (r.fraotion)~ 0)) ll~~t diff raction4 (~) ability of laser, now makes th, optical methods more
decrease of light IrSenslty (refraction). direct, we present these results as a guide In estlinat-

671 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. ~~, No. 3. Mvecli 1974 CopyrIght C) 1974 by the Acoustlod $odsty of AmurIcs 671 
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lag the accuracy to be expected when the research pro- (1949).
gram requires such data, and the possibility of detailed ~G. Willard , J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 21, 101 (1949).
Investigation of pressure amplitude measurement tech- 3A. Loeber and E. A. Hiedeman, J. Acouat. Soc. Am. 28,
niques does not exist . 27 (1956).

4P. E. Fox and V. Griffing , J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 21, 352
(1949).

‘W. J. Fry and P. .1. Fry, J . Acoust. Soc. Am. 26, 294,•Research supported by the U. S. OffIce of Naval Research, 311 (1954).
Acoustics PrOgrams. 6M. A. Breazeale and E. A. Hiedemaim, J. Acoust . Soc. Am.1T. Hueter and R. Pohiman, Z. F. Angew. Ikiye& 1, 405 31, 24 (1959).
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Elimination of transducer bond correcti ons in accurate
ultrasonic-wave velocity measurements by use of capacitive
transducers *

Jotw, H. Cantreil, Jr. and M. A. Breazeale
Depar tment cu Pl,ywct. The Ui,ierrtiip of Teneetier, Knoxvi l le. T.stneusee 37916
Rexr.rd 4 Mac 076 revised I ()c,tuher 976)

A capait ise- dr iv e r_ c. pac ituve-detrclui r sy stem (or teneration and detection of ultrasonic w ave s has been
develop ed I his eliminate, he necessit y of bonding pieeoe lnctnc transducers to solid samples. With th e
~4puu it i 5r-dn i r r -vapaciiive.detectoe sy.,em. free—free boundary con dition. m ust at the samp le surface,
and Icu npi t adi nal alt rasoni c ’was e velocities i. solid. can be measured accurat ely without correcting for
aitnuonis ,as e phase shi lls due to sample-bonded transducer inter laces The capac itive dncer ha. a mica
di e levi nc w hi c h In~rea5eS the breakdown potenti at , bat maintain, the free—fre e boundary condition, at the
..ul id specimen surfaces thin allow , for a larger -am p litude ultruuonic signal to he generated in the sample
than is poss ible w i th  an air-gap capacitive dnc er. This improses the preci s ion of the measurement. The
accura i.y of the method t, comparable with that of ho nded.transduc er methods , after bond corr ections ace
made

PACS numbers 43 35,Yb , 43 35 Cg

INTR ODUCTION I. THE cApAc lTlvE-DRIvER -cApAcmv E DETEcT0R
SYSTEMUltr auu i unic pulse-ech o techniques are widely used in

the meas urenient if elas tic-wave velocities. Three Figure 1 shown the mechanica t pa rt s of the dielec-
fund ament al pulse-ech o methods fo r measur Ing phase tr ic-cap ac i t ive — dr iver —a ir— gap—capa c it ive-ci ete ct o r
rel ic it les Itt solids h ive been reported. They are the system w ith the sample , in place. The sample res t s on
cited double -pul se super position method of Wi lliams the grounded outer portion of the detector assemb ly.
~nd L.umb , ’ the puine-superptustt lon method of Mc- The grounded outer portion of the dielectric capacitive
SkimIn , t and the ec hiv -i .iver lap techni que of May 3 and detector is recessed approx imately 10 Mm so that the )Papadak is , e lectrode and sample face form a paralle l- plate capac i-

b r .  The detector electrode is kep t at a dc bias of thetintil recentl y, it has been necesaary to generate the 
order of 150 V. The ultras onic v ibration of the sampleult rason ic pulses and to detect the resulting echoes ~~ - face varies the gap spacing (and hence the capacitance),applying bursts itt rf to a piezoelect rl c transducer t hereby generating an alternating electrical signal be-blinded to the spec im en surfa ce. Such an arrangement tw een the elect rode and ground. This signa l is am-necessitates maki ng a cor rection In the velocit ~r mea- plif ied and displayed on the oscilloscope. The capact -nureine nt due to ultrasonic-wave phase shifts at the 
live detecto r has been refined to the point that It igspec Imen -tran sducer interface. In uome situations , capable of giving absolute displacement amplitudes forthe effect of this c oup liec between speci men and trans . 
30-MHz ultrasonic waves having ampiitudes as amal i

~ vcer leads to conside rable error if neglected. ’ as to’4 A. ’

In order to eliminate the bond problem in compres-
s ional-w ave measurements , the ai r-gap capacitive de-
tector previously used to measure amplitudes of ultra -
si ,nic wav es ’,7 was mod ified to function as an air-gap
capacit ive driver a, well . ’ The air-gap capacitive-

simple ends to vibr ate with free —free bounda ry con - ~~i’.~~A

dltions exact ly, No bond corrections were necessary
bec5us e the re were no bond s. — SAA~~LE

d r iver—capacitive-detector combination allowed the ~,6LECTRCOE

I t l ~ the purpose of this pape r to report on the develop . —c.,spitc,rlvg
ment ii i a dielectric capacitive driver to replace the - OF T(C TOP
air-gap cap acitive driver, This new dr i er Is capable -

. ~
. ,, OPI’CAL

pli tude ta a re much larger than those In the previou s
of gene rating longitudinal ultrasonic pulses who se am. 

, 
‘ 

[ 

p’i~~~’

syste m. We shi.ne that f ree—tree boundary conditions  -

stil l exl, t at the samp l. su rface with this driver and
that the er ror in the velocity measur ements , without
maki ng any correcti o ns , is compa rable to the error In “~“ ~~~~~~~ 

-
ve loc ity measurements made with bonded transducers , FIG. 1. Mechanlcai part e of th. capicittvS—driv.r—
alte r corrections for bond phase shill s , capa c itive—detector syat e m.

403 J. Acoa,t, Soc. Am. . Vol . II , P4.. 2, Fabn.aey 1977 Ca~yrigh* O 1977 by the Acosotieal SecaiSy SI Aen,n~ 403
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I (5) ELEcreoof  * succession of superimposed echo maxima and minima ,

(‘) 
the uitrasoni~ ve locity is calcu lated f rom

I ~ ) ~ 
FIG. ~ . Dielectric driver •‘ 2iitl (Ai /Avt) ,  (4)

(2) £ E 
.arrun ltemest. 

whe re Al l, the change It. ultra sonic frequency co rre-
spond ing to An minima , I is the sample length , and
mt  is an intege r (2 In ou r exp eriments) giving the rela-
tive positio n of the Initial pulse train and the de lay ed
pulse tra i n. To enhance the sensitivity in deiec Iing
the supe rimposed echo minima , a boxcar inte grator

In the ai r-gap capacitive driver the Inne r electrode was incorporated Into the system between the i. ~,

is also recessed approximately 10 (c mii to form a pat-al- amp)ifter output and the oscilloscope .
let plate capacitor with the samp le sur lace , but in the a. A tuned trsnsmission.Iine voltage transformer
dielect ric capacitive driver a 7.5-um-ihick piece of
mica (3) is sandwic hed between the sample su rface The capacit ive t ransducer is driven with a pulsed rf
[oute r electr ode ( t ) (  and the inne r electrode (5) as signal, The frequency is varied around 15M Hz to pro—
shown in FIg. 2 , Betw een the electrode s and the cen - duce successive resonances. To t ibtain the voltages
t rai mica die lectr ic 13) two air layers ((2) and (4 1 )  necessary fo r adequate ultrasonic amplitude s , a select
are present because itt slight irreg ularities of the con- length of transmission line was used to act as a tuned
t ac t su rfaces , voltage t ransformer between the gated amplifier and

the cap acitive d river,
The capaciti ve driver is nix dc biased , but a pulsed

sinusoidally va rying rf voltage , Vu.  Vn sinwf . applied ff S IS the length of the transmission line , / is the rf
between th e electrodes L ( l )  and (5)J , produce s sinu- drive frequency, V n is the voltage across a purely re-
soidally va rying electr ic fields £~, E~, and £,. It has active load of magnitude I Z~, i (capacitive driver), t’~
been de monstrated ’° that the gene ration of ult rasonic Is th e voltage out of the gated amplifier , and Z0 is the
waves in this s ituat ion is due to the effe ct of electro — characteristic Impedance of the transmission tine ,
static forces ict i ng di rectly on the u ltra sonic-wave then for a iossless transmission line
propagation medium. Hence , if E, is the electric field V, V3 sirv~ csc (if , —uo S/r) , (5)
near the surface of the sample , the electrical force per I
unit area p at this surface I, where P

p. c,E~ , (1) 0 - —  tan _ i I Z~ I/Z 0 . (6)

whe re c, is the dielectric permitt iv ity ut air. Since au 2nf , (7)

- E,,sinwl , (2) and c is the veloc ity of propagation ii electromagnetic
waves In the transmission line. Thus , for the proper

the n length S. V0/V 5 beco mes very large . Butth e impedance
e 1c~Z~ $in~uai1 — ~e0,E~0 (1 — cos 2wt), ~~ 

looking out of the gated amplifier into the transmission
line behaves as

For pre sent purposes , it is adequate to Ignore the con-
sta,g term In E’~, (3) and consider only the cos2wl term. Zin - —JZ5 tat*~ — aS/ r i. (8)
One sees that the pressure on the samp le surface is Thus , for the conditIon that V,/V, becomes large, Z53,applied at Ito ire the f requency of the rf voltage . thus , and consequent ly, I-’,, become small. For this reason ,th e ultrasonic wave generated in the sample has twice use length of iransmissicj~ Litse is chosen such that Z,•the Irequescy of the applied rf voltage.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

~~~~ I 
~~ 

i rFPEOUVOCYI
A , puiigt~so~ ot m alur,msnt AMPLIFIER

_
‘
~i

oscit i s rowr -
~~ Coils ~~~

The veloc ity measuremerds were made with the eqaip- ~~~~~~meni arraeg.’metet as shown in Fig. 3. The gated t~a rf’o
double -pulse superpo s ition method of WillIa ms and } PtIFIER ~~_ 

lto(

t~ mbt was employed. A pulsed ultrasonic signal Is
fe d Into the sample f rom the cap acitive driver followed CAAS C/TlI5 1
by another puliui’d ultrasonic signal phase locked but
delayed its lime with resp ect to the f irst.  The delay Ia _________ 

________

Irom lb. two pulse trains is ach ieved, Th, resulting SUPPLYt 1~~EI ’ECToP
-sd) usted such tha t superposition of the desired echoes OC BIA S~ ‘ APA CI ’I V( 1

signa l is received at the tither end ii! the sample by __________ __________

the ca pac it ive dete ri ur , passes th~~njgh a wide-band 9ORCAR ~~1
i f .  a mp l ifier whose center frequenc y is 2O MHZ , and r ~~~ ~~ ‘s rE~~A ro er~~,AMpL~~,gp

Pr  I
I ____________________ ___________________IS displ ay ed on an oscillos cope . t l i lizing the fact that

a c untinuu ,uca change in ujlt rasu,nlc frt’nluency results In FIG . 3. flion* diagrsm of e~~ertm.atsj aliparatu ..

Aoc,e.n lee Atw . Vet. II , No 2, Pthesu.y 1977 -
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TABLE I. Sample lengths and coinparatine values of Al/An and velocity for air—gap drieer meaasrementu aunt
dielectric driver measurements,

Air gap dnver Dielectric driver
Sample length Al/ A,, Velocity Al/An Velocity

Sample cml u i0’ MHcI In 101 c m/sect I~ 10 1 Mtl z l Lu rm/sec )
S—I 1 .2 u 5 l  un .Oui)2 3.69 2ui u O,OI.)1 7 5 .9 3 64 . 5  0020 5 ,9525  n o .0006 5.5363 .0.5012
S-i l i . 2 3 s 6 , 5 .0002 i . 5 9 3 7 u 0 .5013 5 ,9362u0 ,0i11 6 5 . 8 9 5 9 .0 .0 0 0 5  5.9363 ,0 .0011
SW—i 1 . 2~ 90 u 0.0003 5.UiI’J9 .0 .0017 5,95y - 0. 06 23 5.9100 .0.0005 5.9526 . 0,0016
SW—il 1.2307 .0.0002 5.9121 0.0013 5.9 333 .0.6016 5.9 122 0,0004 5.9533 u O.001 i  

-GE1S1 1.2721.0.0001 S ,S. i5 i O . iJOli 2 337$ .8. 0017 5, 0345 i0 ,0006  5.9378.0.055u

looks inductive fo r our operation frequency. A variable large uncertainties in the sample lengths listed.
capacitor is the n placed in parallel with Z~, to for m a

With electrically nonconducting samples , it is neces—parallel resonant circuit, This arrangement increases
the intensity of the generated ultrasonic signal by ap- sary to coat the end surfaces wit h a thin f ilm of con-

ducting material to function as the ground plates of theproximately 30 ~il3 ove r that of the untuned transmission
lIne, capacitive transducers. We found that approximately

1000 A of coppe r is ideal for our purposes. According
The primary limitation on the generated ultrasonic- to our calculations , this coating introduces art error cii

wave amp litude is set by dielectric breakdown in the no more than 0.003% in the velocity meassreinents.
capacItive transduce r. However , this limitation is not

Corrections in the velocity measurements due to dif-as se rious as one might assume, As the spacing of f raction were caIculatedU_
~ and se rve to decrease thethe elect rodes in air is decreased , the breakdow n po—

values listed in Table I by approximately 0,005%.tential goes up almos t exponentially,’ In the air—gap
driver we were able to use fields as large as 200 ky/cm It Is found that the total uncertainty in compressional-
without breakdown. With the mica dielectric drive r, wave-ve locity measurements with the dielectric capaci-
we have been able to use fields larger than 1000 ky/cm . tive-driver—capacitlve-detectcir system is comparabl e

to the unce rtainty in velocity measurements with sys- )
I ll . EXPER IMENT AND RESULTS tems using bonded transducers, ~~~~~~~~

In orde r to determine the effect of contact between
the mica dielectric and the sample surface , velocity B. Advuntages of the new system
measurements we re made on five fused silica samples The advantages of the previous capacitive-driver—at roo m temp erature. Each sample was measured ten

capacitive-detector system have been enumerated, a
times with the die lectric capacitive driver and ten They are :times wit h the air-gap cap acitive driver. The results
of the measurements are shown in Table I, The aver- (1) The tedious calculation of the effect il ultr asonic-
age value s and standard deviations of Al/An and Ion- wave phase shift at the bonded transducer-sample in-
gitudinal veloc iUes Eq. (411, as well as sa mple length terface has been eliminated , with no sacriI ice in en-
t a re given . perimenta l accuracy.

Previous work comp ar ing velocity measurements with (2) The effect of the transducer resonance has been
bonded transducers and aIr- gap transducers has con- eliminated . Capacitive transducers have a flat Ire-
fi rmed experimentally that thea l r—gap capacitive-d river— quency response .
capacitive-detecto r system elIminates the effe cts of (3) The effect of a variati on inel ectroni c loading and/
transducer bonding. ’ The present agreement between or the change in thick ness of the bonded transducer due
the ai r-gap— and dielectric-drive r measurements of to temperature changes in cry ogenic velocity measure -
Al sr i for each sample c onf irms w ithin experimental ments have been eliminated , (These var iations often
erro r that the dielect ric driver also eliminates the force a change In rf drive frequen cy of the bonded traits-
effects of transducer bonding. ducer to maintain a given pulse shape . )

A . Analy susof error (4) Accuracy of attenuation measurements is im-

The standard deviation in 51/A,r with the dielectric proved . it is well know n, especIally In me.isurements
at c ryistenic temperatures , that the effect of transducerdriver (approximately 0.008’ ’~) Is significantly lower bonds often sets a limit on the accuracy of ittenuationthan with the ai r - gu i  driver (approximatel y 0 ,025 1)
measurements by introduci ng tem perature-dependentbecause of th e much large r ultrasoni c signal generated
phase shifiti in the received signals. Such ef lects areby the dielectric dr i ver, The null fr equencies of the
eliminated wit h the cap ac itive tra nsducer.supe rimposed pulse trains were reproducible to w llh in

t 30  Hz , which Is approxim ately two parts in ID’, The In addition to these advantages , the intr od ucti on of a
relatively la rge standard deviations in the veloci ty cal- dielectric into the cap ac itive driver aIl.,w s one to work
c ulat ions in Table t are due to lack of parallelism of with large-amplitude signals . As we have shown , this
the sampl. surfaces , which is reflected in the relat ively dielectri c does not affect the f ree—free bounda ry con-

— .
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2 ,  “Acoustical Nonlinear i t ies  of Solids as a Function of Temperature”
(invited paper presented at the 6th Interna t iona l Symposium on
Nonlinear Acoustics, Moscow , July 1975), Proceedings, Vol. 2,
Pp. 133—147 .

3. “Third-Order Elast ic  Constants of Germanium between 300 and 3° K”
(James A. Bains, Jr., and M. A. Breazeale), Phys. Rev. B 13 (8),
3623—3630 (1976).

4. “Ultrasonic Nonlinearity Parameters of Fused Silica between
3°K and 300°K” (presented at the 9th International Congress on
Acous tics , Madr id, July 1977) ,  Proceedings, Vol. II, p. 577.

5 . “Ultrasonic Investigation of the Nonlinearity of Fused Silica for
Different Hydroxyl-lon Contents and Homogeneities between 300 and
3°K” (John H. Cantrell , Jr., and M. A. Breazeale), Phys. Rev. B 17
(12), 4864-4870 (1978) . 

—

6. “Nonlinear Acoustics and Solid State Physics” (presented at the
8th International Symposium on Nonlinear Acoustics , Paris, July
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EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
ON ACOUSTICS , LONDO N 1974

ULTRASON IC NONLINEARITY PARAMETERS

Breazeote M A Un iver s ty of Tennessee , Knoxv i l l e , Tennessee ,
USA

A consistent definition of the nonlinearity parameters of gases ,
liquids , and solids can be made. By us ing an appropr iate form of the
nonlinear wave equation

2 2 a u a
2
u

— 

~2 :-
~~ 

+ + K3 ) r
+ 1(

3
the nonlinearity parameter K — (  -

j~~~~
—----) can be reco gnized as the

negative of the ratio of the coefficient of the nonlinear term to that
of the linear term . The nonlinearity parameter has considerable sig-
nificance for solids 1’2 as well as for liquids and gases. For iso-
trop ic solids and the (100) direction in single crystals , K2 

C11 and

K
3 

C111. Thus, x — —(3 + ~_ 1 1). For liquids K 2 + B/A. For
11

gases K — 1 + ~~~~~~
For examp le , we calculate room temperature values: for air , K —

2.4; for water K — 7.0; for copper K
11 0 01  

— 5.25; for germanium

— 2.78. But for fused silica K • —9.2. In our harmonic dis— I
n experiments , the negative

nonlinearity parameter imp lies that +6 Ge (1101
the waveform approaches a “backward ..

~~~~~ ~~~~~) - sawtooth ” as the wave progresses.
In addition , the magnitudes of K for ~ Ge [TO0~fused silica 3 seem to be sr~nsitiv~ ~
to small amounts of impurities. An

‘IOH content of 1200 ppm led to a

t - measured e — —9.64. The same fused .~ ~~~~~~~~~100 200 3 - (
silica with only 5 ppm OH had a > Tet~pe r ot u r e  (v i:)
measured K 9.25.

FIgure 1 shows recentl y me asured ~ —3
nonlinearity parameters of ger— ~
manium 4 and fused silica p lotted os
a f unc t i on  of t empe ra tu re .  Con s is — ~ —6
ten t  w i th  ot her s ing le c r y s t a l s
measured to date 5 , germanium K ’ S ore “ 

al~~o s t  Independent of te m perature . .9
That fo r the fused  s i l i ca  samp le is
not .  [Research supported in part by 

r i p .  1 T e r s p e r a t u r e  L epe n de n cr
of  ~ o n 1 i n e a r I t v  Para r i e t e rs

the U. S. O f f i c e  of Naval Research ,)
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AcouG t ica  1 Non i  m ean  t i e s  in Solids
As a F u n c t i o n  of Te)npcratul-c

by

M. A. Breazea le
Dep a r t men t of Physics

The Unive r s i ty  of Tennessee
Knoxvi ll e , Tenn essee 37919

— - 
ABSTRACT

Measurement of the fundamental  and of the second harmonic of

an in i t i a l ly  sinusoidal ul t rasonic wave in a solid allows one to compute

its nonl inear i ty  parameter . From this nonl inear i ty  parameter one can

isolate simp le combinations of third order elastic constants .

We have developed apparatus for making measurement of the

fundamental and of the second harmonic of an in i t i a l ly  sinusoidal 30 M[-lz

ultrasonic wave between 300° K and 3°K.

This appara tus and curren t resul ts for copper , germanium and fused

silica arc discussed . It is shown that  the finite amplitude distortion

- 
in fused silica is such that at the discontinuity distance one would

have repeated rarcfaction shocks. Both copper and germanium produce

distort ion which would lead to repeated conlprcssional shocks.

In contrast to an assumpLi on usua l ly  made in testing theories of

the solid s ta te , the third order e las t ic  constants can change as a

func t ion  of temperature--as TOUCh as lS0’~ i)CtWCell 300°K and 3°K in

OflC InSt anCe .

•1
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A detailed investigation of the subject of nonlinear acoustics is very

important to the study of all acoustical phenomena. This is because technological

progress has made possible the generation of large amplitude acoustical signals,

and these signals of necessity propagate through a nonlinear medium. There are

only a very few media which are truly linear , and even those which appear to be

¶ . linear exhibit this behavior only under very special circumstances. An exact

statement of what is meant by the words “linear medium” is surprisingly elusive,

but this problem need not concern us at the present time. Rather , I want to

discuss for a moment some very profound implications of the study of nonlinear

acoustics to the subject of solid state physics.

- 
The derivation of the nonlinear wave equation to describe acoustical

nonlinearities in solids can be quite complicated .for the general case. However,

for special crystal symmetries the equations take a much simpler form . The

nonlinear equations for isotropic solids and cubic crystals are as simple as

that for fluids . As a matter of fact , these equations are identical to the

equation for fluids within the approximation involved in making a Taylor

expansion of the nonlinear equation for fluids and dropp ing higher—order terms .

This is the reason one can speak meaningfully about nonlinearity parameters of

solids as well as nonlinearity parameters of fluids .

It is through these nonlinearity parameters that one can make a fundamental

connection between nonlinear acoustics and solid state physics. As a matter of

- 

1
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2

fact, nonlinear acoustics offers the possibility to measure quantities in

solid state physics which cannot be measured by other techniques. Of course,

in order for the acoustical quantities to be useful to people in solid state

physics, a consistent definition of them must be made, and this has been done

by Thurs ton)~

In my laboratory we have devoted considerable effort to the development of

some new techniques for measuring the nonlinearity parameters of solids.

Although initially it was sufficient to be able to measure nonlinearity

parameters at room temperature , it soon became apparent that our results would

be much more useful to solid state physics if we could measure as a function of

temperature down to temperature s near the absolute zero. The mos t obvious

reason for this is that theories of the solid state usually do not take into

account the effect  of thermal motion on elastic properties , and thus are made

under the tacit assumption of absolu te zero of temperature.

When one measures as a f unction of tempera ture, the appara tus

of necessity become s somewhat complicated. But the princip les can remain simple.

I should like to describe the apparatus we have developed in the pas t several

years——emp hasizing the principles involved——an d to give some of our recent

resu lts -on germanium as an indication of the solid state physics data available

from studies of nonlinear acoustics .

An initially sinusoidal ultrasonic wave become s distorted as it pro pagates

- through a nonlinear medium . Fourier analysis of this distorted wave shows that

the second harmonic is the larges t overtone. It grows linearly with propagation

distance , and is proportional to the square of the frequen cy.an d the square of

the amplitude of the fundamental component. In order to write down the

i i   
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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3

differential equation whose solution behaves in this fashion, one can

specialize the equations to crystals having cubic symmetry and

write

p OUtt  K2 (U + 3 U U )  + K 3U U  (1)

where the subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to the time

and the space variable. The solution

U U~°~ + U~’~ (2)

under the assumption that a sinusoidal wave is generated at a 0, has the

S. 
proper behavior. Measurement of the amplitude of the fundamental component

IJ (O) A sin(ka—wt) (3)

and of the second harmonic component

3K + K• 
— — ( 2 3) (AK) 2a cos 2(ka—wt) (4)

2

gives all the information necessa ry to calculate the nonlinearity parame ter

3K2 + K3

for a solid if one confines his attent ion to the three principal directions in

the cubic lattice, or any di rection in an isotropic medium.

Befo re I go on to define what K2 and 1(
3 are , let me digre ss for a moment and

point out that the amplitude of the second harmonic (Eq . 4) has a minus sign in

front of it. It turns out that for most media 1(
3 is negative and has a magnitude

a — -~
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4

greater than 
~~ 

This means that the second harmonic is positive . We reported

in London last year2 that an exception to this general rule exists . In fused

silica at room temperature 1(3 was assumed to be positive, with the result that

in fused silica the minus sign is not concelled. This means that the second

harmonic is generated 180° out of phase with that generated in other solids.

Since that time we have developed a phase sensitive detector to measure the

relative phase of the second harmonic in copper and in fused silica. The result

is an unequivocal proof that the second harmonics are indeed 180° out of phase

in the two. 3 This phase sensitive detector is now used routinely to monitor

the phase of the second harmonic as we measure as a function of temperature.

Th erefore , in our data there is no possible ambiguity in sign of the second

harmonic.

Let us now return to the definition of and 1(3. For cubic crystals

the. expressions for and 1(
3 are given in Table I. As can be seen , for the

principal directions 
~2 and 1(3 are linear combinations of second—order and third—

order elastic constants , respectively. The second—order elas tic constants can

be obtained from measurement of ultrasonic wave velocity . Thus , measurement

of the second harmonic of an initially sinusoidal ultrasonic wave gives values

of these combinations of third—order elastic constants . For purposes of data

analysis, I want to point out that the third—order elastic constant C111 appears

in all of the expressions for 1(3. Thus, these are not the simplest comb inations

of third—orde r elastic constants available from our measurements , since C111 can

be subtracted from the expression for 1(3 in the [110] direction . A similar

simplification can be made in the expression for 1(3 in the (1111 direction , as I

will show shortly.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _• - _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - • -~ --- • _ _ _ _-
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Measurement of the amplitude of the fundamental and of the second

harmonic componen t is made by use of a special form of capacitive microphone .

We have measured the fundamental , the second harmonic and the third harmonic

of a pulsed 30 MHz ultrasonic wave . A drawing of the capacitive microphone

designed for measurement as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 1.

An x—cut quartz transducer generates the ultrasonic wave which travels upward

in the sample. The ends of the sample are op ti cally fla t and par allel. The end

of the sample and the detector electrode form a parallel plate capacitor , whose

spacing can be adjusted pneumatically by changing the pressure differential

This adjustment is necessary because d i f fer ential thermal expansion

• changes the spacing as the temperature is changed. Typically , this spacing is

adjusted from 3 to 10 microns as the pressure differential is changed by one

atmosphere. Wi th such small spacing of the electrodes , and an applied d.c.

bias of the order of 150 volts , the microphone is very sensitive. We can

measure microvolts of signal generated as the pulsed ultrasonic wave impinges

on the end of the sample. This means that ultrasonic wave amplitudes as small

as l0~~ Angstroms can be measured , as can be seen in Figure 2 , which is a plot

of measured values of the third harmonic as a function of the cube of the funda-

mental amplitude. The data points are found at 0.1 x l0~~ Angatroms — l0~~

Angstroms. The slope of this curve gave a value of third—order elastic constants~

which agreed with values measured by other techniques to within approximatel y

10%. There were no adjustable parame ters in the measurement.

A schematic diagram of the apparatus for measuring as a function of

temperature is shown in Figure 3. The position of the capacitive microphone

is labelled “detector.” A pulsed 30 ~fflz signal is generated at the gated

amplifier. This signal drives an x—cut quartz transducer to generate an
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ultrasonic wave in the sample. The capacitive microphone on the opp osite end

of the sample prod uces an electrical signal proportional to the ultrasonic

wave amplitude . This signal is amplified and is measured on an oscilloscope .

In order to measure the phase of the second harmoni c we rep laced the 60

MHz amplifier by a slightly more complicated frequency doubler phase sensitive

detector shown in Figure 4. In the upper area the 30 MHz signal is fed

through a phase shifter and a frequency doubler. The 60 MHz signal is then

caused to interact coherently in the phase sensitive detector with the

acoustically generated second harmonic. The output is then observed on an

oscilloscope . As I have indicated , the results were unequivocal for fused sili ca .

and we are monitoring the phase as we measure as a function of temperature in

order to detect any changes in the sign of the nonlinearity parameter.

We have measured the values of 1(
3 for copp er and germanium single crystals

down to 77°K , as shown in Figure 5. These combinations of third—order elastic

constants are linear functions of temperature over this temperature range. As

can be seen , some of the lines have an appreciable slope , so that even on the

basis of these measurements we can state that it is inadequate to assume that

the third—order elastic constants are independent of temperature. This

assumption is often made in theories of the solid state.

Recently we have been able to extend the measurements in germanium down

to much lower temperatures——down to 2.9°K. The results are shown in Figure 6.

On our first run we were uncertain about the phase of the second harmonic , and

hence the sign of 1(
3 in the temperature interval between 

15’K and approximately

50 K. We had observed the fact that the Grlineis.n parameter , which is- a

func tion of the third—order elastic constants, becomes negativ, in this region ,

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  -
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then is positive again at lower temperatures.
3 A second run with the phase

sensitive detector produced the solid data points in the (110 ] direction. The

uncertainty has been removed. These data represent our measurement of these

combinations of third—order elastic constants.

These combinations of third—order elastic constants are not the simplest

combinations available from our data , however. As I have already indicated, C111
and certain other combinations of third—order elastic constants appear in more

th an one of these curves , and can therefore be subtracted out. The result is

shown in Figure 7. These combinations of third—order elastic constants are the

simplest combinations available f rom our da ta withou t making any assumptions

about the behavior of certain of them. We see that C111 is a linear function

of temperature as far as we can measure, but the other combinations are strong

functions of temperature below approximately 25°K. Of necessity , the behavior

shown for the combination C123 + 6C144 + 8C456 can be exhibi ted only if one or

more of these constants becomes positive at very low temperatures. The impli-

cations of this statement to solid state physics are not truly appreciated at

the present time. In addition, the behavior of the Grtineisen parameter of

germanium is not mirrored in these data. Measurements of other combinations of

third—order elastic constants will have to be made before one can be certain

about any single constant other than C111. The most direct method for making

these measurements is not clear at the moment. Nevertheless , I think it is

correct to say that investigations in nonlinear acoustics are making possible

a much more detailed understanding of solid state physics.

I -
a —-
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Third-order elastic constan ts of germanium between 300 and 3’K~
James A iiaisss. Jr . and M A. Breadeaie

D.ponrneni of Physics . lb. Urtiversiiy of Tennessee. Knoaei lle. Tennessee 37916
• (Received I Macember 1915)

The ultrasonic harmomc-generaiion technique has been improved to the point that both amp litu de and phase
of the second harmonic of an in it ially sinusoidal ultr as onic wave is a solid cnn be measured between room
temp erat ure and it . By measuring alon g the princ ipal crysta l lographic directions , we hose been able to

F determine temperut.r e dependence of linear cot itbtna lton . of bird -orde r elastic ITOF.I constants of
germanium . Between room temperature and 71’K th e magni t ude of the TOE consta nts does sot nary greatly
as.  funct ion of iemper.t ure Between 71 and 31(. C~ F changes by i ~~~~ C, ,  * 4C ~,i ch anges by -v lb’Z- .
and (6C ., + C,,~ + SC,0) change . by — I5O% All of these c,,mhtnat io,i s of TOE con s tants are neptise at
71’K , bnt below 1K the combination b C ,, r- C,,, $C,,, ) is pos itive Temperature depeedence of
additional combination s is inferred by assuming t hat th e ‘Anderson -Orunetsea p.ramet er ’ is i ndependent of
te mper.tare .

I. INTROOIJCrI ON order elastic )SOE) constants and TOE con-
stants °’°’ t have not predicted the measured

The present wo rk is an extension to very low anomalous behavior at Low temperatures. Uow-
tempe ratures ol previously established techn iques ever , these calcula t ions were based on the asnump ~
for measur ing third -order elastic (TOE) constant s , lion that the TOE constants are not dependent on
The technique involves the measurement of the tempera t ure (in Lieu of actual data of TOE cots -
distortion of an ultrasonic wave as it propagates stunt behavior at Low teflll)eraturei. We chose
through the solid. This distortion was observed germanium for these Low-temperature measure-
in poLyc rystatLlne aluminum, and in severaL sin- ment., exarttine the valIdity of th is assumption .
gte crystals2 with quartz transducers. The mea- )
surement technique was refined with the develop- II. EXPERIMENTAL TECIEbIQUE
ment of a capacitive receiver. This refinement . Pure mode propagation is possible b r  a Longi-
and subsequent ones ,’ allowed absolute amplitude todinal uLtrasuntc wave t t t  the three prlnctpai
measurements to be made at different tempera- directions of a cupic crystal , in these special
bares. Such measurements have been used by a directions, the wave equation takes on the follow-
number of investigatorst to calc ulate combinations ire form it :
of truly adiabatic TOE constants. Yost and Brea-

SitzeaLe n combined results from using this tech- (1)ps/i- K: 
S t t  

n (3K1 v K,) 
~~nique with those of Dunham and Hunt ington 7 to ob-

tain the first comp lete set of truly adiabatic TOE where 
~~ 

and K, are combinations of SOE and TOE
con sta nts (of fused silica) at room temperature, constants , resp ectiveiy: given in Table I.
TOE constants of copper5 have been measured If there Is an initially sinusoidal disturbance
between room temperature and 80’ K. More re- at a o, this equation has the soiution
cently we repo rted~ data on germanium between
room temperature and 80 ’ K. (ThIs publication ’ ii 

~~~ 
sin(Ica — w,) — [(3l?

~ * K,) /8I(
~ I

Is hereinaft er ref erred to as Li Tlte present 
~ A~~~°ri cos2(/rri — a l l) , (2)

measurements were undertaken to extend the data
on TOC conøtants on germanium to lower tempera- where I,’ is the propagat ion constant 2n/ 9 , it is the
bares in an atte mps to answer a fundamental ques-
tion about the relationship between the elastic
and the terma l properties. TAI3LE I. Is 1 anti k~ l i r ir insi pa l ,li t -, ’ ct i , i , i , it a

The (hernial expansion of gerntaniuttt is anom- rotor rrvstni .
alous below 80 g iO A similar anomaly has been
observed in all other diamond lattice m aterials DIrect Ion I. -

meas ured to date ,U At icniper~i ttsr e s below ap- L UUI (- i i
prox imately 0.2 8~ wh e re 4~ Is t he  Debye tent - tilt) ~

(L u ‘ (~~5 • it ,,) 
~~,iii 

, ~~~ - 1’~ - i iperatu re at 0 - K, the therm al  explosion changes
b rom positive to negative anti then becomes posi— 9~ 1) iU,~~’ it 72 • ~~~ ~~~~~~ ‘ ‘~~ lI~ 

•

tive ;ig;lIn at even lower tentperatures. CaLcul;t - • 21C 1 , . i .  •
tion, of the thernial expansion front the secon d-

3623
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F propagation distance in the sample, and A 1 is the The air-gap capacitive receiver used is esuen-
amplitude of the fundarttent ai . t i at l y the same as that described in detail by

Thus the initially sinusoidal wave becomes dig - Gaus ter and Breazeaie. 2 A 1 016-cm dta m , iec-
toned: a second harm onic is generated and glows trode Is placed approximatel y S urn from the
linearly wIt ln propagation dts t at tc e in the samp le, sample (both surfaces being optically fiat , and
The amplitude A2 of this second harmon ic is given a dc bias on the ord er of 150 V is applied across
by the gap th rough a large resistor (approx imatei y

— 1(3K2 K3t/8K. J A~k 2a. 1 MiS) .
The method of introducing the substitutional

This ha rmonic distortion is the basis of the non- signal differs somewhat from that prev iously
linearity measurements in th e present work . The used by Peters , Breaze aie . and Pare’ and In I. F

parameter K, may be caiculated by Previously the capacitive receiver itsel f had been

K, = — 3sc2 (j ~. II, remove d from the c ircuit during the calibr ation
procedures , and the calibrating signal was intro-

whe re duced through a substttutiona i capacitor , so that
the equivalent circuit of the capacitive receiver

0’ f ( A 2 /A~) ( l/ k ir) , (an ideal voltage generator in series with the Ca-
and the parameter K5 may be found from the rela- pacitance of the receiver I was rep laced by a real
tion generato r (whose voltage can be measured with a

voLt m ete r) In series with the substitutional Ca-
(6) pact ior. (A second substitutional capacitor cor .

whe re r is thb velocity of sound in the appropriate rected for stray capacitance from the receiver to
direction in the medium , ground.)

In the present itt ean ur em ents , no circu it ele-
A R.as in -tenip ee.inee nmasatenwwt , ments were subst Itu t ed during the calibration , A

A block dt ag ra nt of the apparatus for making su bstt t ut lo na l signal which gave the same oufp u t
room -lemp erature nteasuren se nts is s howt t in as the ultrasonic signal was introduced across
Flit , I. A radio-fr equency puise ol approximatel y the capaciti ve receiver In such a way that the
30 Mllz is app li ed to an s -c ut quartz tran s ducer curre ti t of the substitutionai signal could be t h ea-
which is bonde d to one end of the sample . The sured, This current i ‘ -a n be related to the am-
ultr as o ni c s a v e  wh ich it ro naga t es th rough the san t - piltude A of the uLtrasonic wave by
pIe is detected it the other end by a capac itive I • 2,4 V1iarC/ n . (7)r,’i- r’ ivt’ r. In addition , provision is mad e to place
a subnt it ut ion a i signal on the cap ac itive receiver where If1 is the dc bias on the receiver , -,, is the
so thaI acc urate amplitude measurem etits can be angular frequency, r- Is the capacitance of the re-
made. _ ceiver . and is the spacing of the capacitive re-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
- _
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OPTCAL FLAT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
of the sub-

/ i RECEIVER II Si’ioit d-iieijeeeji,i,, ,,,,isia,iis

ELECTROD E the SOE Cotista ists were deter,rimned hr, , ,  r’i’sn-
te m perature velni l ly n ie:ms urem ends and t I e  re-

_________ VACUUM suIts were coittpared with the data 01 M~ S~ nun
~nd Adreatc ht ° and McSklmltt . The igreenu- FI
W as w m tht is m’x perimerstal error . The cx ten smv e

SAMPL E tabulated data of McSkitt ii,t ’ were used In the
CalculatIons of the cryogenic data.

— QUARTZ
TRANSDUCER 0 , i i y p a t  us

The e lec to t t m c apparatus for ntakiitg measure-
m ends at low lentperilurO is essentially the sant e
55 that for ,,,rasu ring at roo m tem perature .
Since relative n,easuri’ments can be made , It IS
not necessary di) calibrate at each temperature.
Thus , a relerence voltage ts tot necessary ,
As show,, In Fig. 2 , the sample holder is en-

________________ Closed in a stainless-steel can, This can slmow n
Ft U. 1, (a lFF i ay  view -it cryogenic appaca ilu. LS surrounded by another can. The space between

the cans is evacuated to provide an insulating
lac~tet around the inner c an, and the cans are pol-

ceive r pl.mles , Lshed to reduce rsd i illon losses . The cans are
The signal from the cap .,cthivm ’ receiver is Onpported by three t hin-wa Ited cu1mro-nickel tubes .

taken to either a 30- or 60-MHz bamidpass ampll- Two of the tubes have a smaller cat t ro- i t i ik - r l  I
tier. This amp(iI’ted signal is defected and taken tube cente red t,iside to provide a JO- iS coaxi.-tl
to a boxcar intergrator, TIme boxcar integrator transmisnton line and are also used as vacuum,,
selects a portion ot the llrr echo and gIves a sig- lines . The other tube houses the temperature
nil out which is proportIonal to the time average sensor and heater leads . and also IS used to sup-
of that portion of Ihe echo. The gernaniuta sam- ply a pressure to the inner can.
ples . being nonconciuctors , do not sufficiently The capacItive receiver is similar to that in
shield the rt pulse at the transducer from the re- the room temperature apparatus , with the add-
ceiver , so th.,t .i 30 MHz pulse Is received at the tional feature that the gap spac ing can be con.
receive r (by radi.itlonl before tIle ultrasonic wave troiled pm ie um atl c ally. ‘ Thu lapped ring against
reaches Ihe receiver. This “feedthrough” pulse Which the itamnpie rests is undercut to make it a
can be much l.irger than the echo of interest and, flexible diaphsra m approximately 0. 03 8 cm thick .
.tlthough it can he separated in time from the mm tea - The space above the nample is evacuated amid the
,iured echo , it can overload the 30 MHz amp l lt i er capacItor gap spacing is adjusted by regulatimmg
Find the boxcar integrator . This problem was the pressure in the lnmmer can.
-,ol ved by gFtt ixg the signal from the capacitive The etitire apparatu s is suspended inside a
rect ’tvv r so iliad only the echo of intere st was st a,,d ard helium research dewa r . The dewar can
passed. be sealed amid teniperatures bultaw the ror,m-

Alder the fund itne mital -sod second-harnionic pressure boiling tO,iitt i)f the coolant ntay he oh-
s ig nals have iO’i’m, Fieasurt ’d by t h e  boxcar m dc. talmu d by puntpit lg on the Coolant (either liquid

t- .mt o r . the cs,iminuous wave (cwl subslltutional hetmun, o r nht r iigi, nh .
sl, if., l is introduced at the cipaclt lve ri’ri’ivi’r. The tontpi’rature In the inner can Is roitIrellc’d
rtii’ VO MHz mul,sIiluIi’,n.iI sIgnal Is derived by by am, electric rt’sistai,ce l,m’~mle r , ,,nnected to a

d0ulillmmiz thi’ 30 Mh z nign.t l wilt , .1 rixo bridge vo,im n,t rclal t i’ tmtpe rFiture coiit roller , m d  m i t t  lie
mlx ,’ r , lto ih th e 10 amid Gd) % t t i z  s u h i s t i tu t ton i l  varied r0ntitt iiouslv trtmo , ap ht roxithlFilelv 3 N to
s lgn: t i,i in’ tllle’red to (‘ sum-i’ sj i i • i - l r , l  purity, room t ent pe rat u re .
These two signals are ,iitlustt ’d to i’ve the sante
tutput I ronm the bnx c ci r itmtm -g rotor is dlii’ u l t ra  - - I) I ts ,w ,’ ,r i i it ,.i it iiit ’aeity n.’asiirenwnls

i,m ic -; l :n,il s ,iii,l , re lien ,nt’ isu r,’,l with an rt
v ,il lo,eter . F r’ ,v, tht’st ’ n ,m-isur ,- ’ i ,i - ,t ms and -i Only relative n,i’iinuremenls need to be taken
:nriwir’iigp it In. iirrult mflm ;ieot iiim-’i.~ twhirh were wit h Ito cryogenic ;ililt-sratus. Otie tl rstc .1,lIUSlM
liaised tI t im-It brr’r~ ii-nt y uxeil try mt’as ,mrem ,’nis lie driving sigita l to lime quartz transducer so thu

— — - ..~
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as tIme temp m’ratur” is cl,angid the ,,il1tat t)t the
phase-sem ,s mti yt 1,’ ,’, m~,r is ioye m-hc ’d.

UsIng tIns p itc ise s,-,isiiive dm’lect’ ,r System , w e

were able ho neise an utiequixf,cal . issigm mimi ent at
the phase to lIme secotid-hcirrntanic .ii’ 1,iltudi’ 00,-s i
in the calculations il the i ll i c it coit,bitiat l ’ t . S c t
TOE conmitati mu we call  K5.

In - ,. Ic Sa ntphes
f lea The samples used iii this work , were the same

FtC . ~. ttl,,tckdlsitrcssi ni phaoe—ve nn ltiv e idemeymor manes used m t . These SInc~Ie ( r y ~ t ,l5 s. c, 3. 7803 ,
‘.yamem. 4. 8242 , and 3. 4803 cns in the 100), 110 , and

f lIt orienlali,inti, respectIvel y, (Tu e c o m b s  are
slighlly cIiaiiged sI,,ce used i,m I because 01 a~tpi,tg

Ihe fu nm~.mn,endal ultrasonic wa ve received at the a,id recoadl,, f it the s:itnple ends. I Ti,e -.iiii~ Ie
,c i lia, it lve receiver is the ,mam ,to at each dent pera- etmd s were lapped m d  tsiiiisl,ed um,t Il ot it ie m ll y tI ,,
lure , TI~,- ~ec,,tld l,arnm,,miic is Ilme,m m,ic-c isurcd by and lmaralli ’ I do w id h im, 12 s r-c ‘if ire , The ends
-i slide-back teehmtique: t h e  dc bIas vohlage on the were then n,ade co,tductlve by evat ior itht ig
Cap c,chII v e receiver IS .cl~usted so that the elec- per coat imlit appr oxmntat ion 1000 m~ thick onto Ihem.
tr iccm l Signal coining front the capacitive receiver

llI~ RFSILrSis the sa mm ,e at all temperatures . The seco nd-
harmonIc anmp lidudc .1, oh the ultrasonic wave ad A , Si n im n i-ie mp eom uret . ii n lm near ity itme asaeente ,its hee l ,,
two dltferent temperatures (r

~ autd T2 1 are then 
The absolute amplitude meisurenments at roomrelaled by

tenmperature are glveti in FIg. 4 . The s tr amg hd
- A 5 ( T .  t’0 (r , t ‘ V,t 

~
‘1~ 

(81 lines I,, the tlgures arm least-square’s h i t s  to the
The eleclriCal teedthraugh is worse iii the crvo- data points . It can be seen moat the dull wil l  fit
genlc apparatus than It ls in tl,i- rootvm teintpera- very well with a it raight line; however, this line
lure ct lmlta r,IIus . Therelore . a 60-Mhz haimdpass does nol pass through time origin because ot residu-

al noise. The slope of Ihe line is (in the leas t -litter is used Iaehweemt the capacllm ve receiver a mid
the amplifier do atte, ,uahe the 30-MHz teedth rough squares sense) tue best fit to the value mat the quan.
whIle passilig Ihe 60-Mhz signal.

Durlitg the course ot our nse-amiu renoents It be-
came necessary ho determine not only the magni-
dude ot the second-harm, mnmc amplitude , but also 16-I.
its sign. This resulted drom the Fact that K, we re
observed Ira chamige enough hh,.d they cotice iva bly
Coutd have gone Ihrough zero. Such a condition
would have been indicc itiel by a phase nhitt of 180’ 

12in the seci,t,d harmonic , For this reason we per-
fected a ph ase ’s en stt iv e detector to meas u re the
sign of the second harmonic . (Phase -s ens it ive ¶0
detecto rs which operate at GO M h z  are not corn-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 111 I

me rc icillv c mv a th a b l e to our knowledge,) 
~ BA bloc k di ag rant oh the phase sens Itive detector

sy st ent Is shown in Fig. 3. A signal from Ihe
.t hiuch htv e receiv er is led dhrough a power 5111111cr

to ,i 30-M it .i nmpt ifie r m d  a 110-MHz amplifi e r .
The output of the 30-Mite .imphlf lcr Is fed through 4
a eondlnuousi v varIable phase nhither to a Ire.
‘luency doubler, This ttequei icy doubled 30-MHz 2
pulse cc iii, train and the sec qm id- ha rm ’ ,,,im- pulse
.‘rho tra in are led m i,, tim e ph.i s e.s enmmt t lv e mi t ’te ’ r .

I I I I Im’mr u fv ,sm ’  ‘mutput is proportional h i  the cos ine ot 1 2 3 4‘he ph ase amm itle lietwt’m’n I I’ -  tW o 60-MHz s ignal s A~ (1O~~ meter~Tt’e phase tihitte r ai h maw s dlii’ mmhune ,iiigte between FIG. 4 . Ri,onm— len,pnralsre v ittuea ‘,t the nec ,imsl—hnr—
‘he Iwo tilgnals to be ‘ let  In ai r,, Imm it l . iLl y. If the moim ie anip litu ile plotte d aa a tunt ti.ie at the .a4iiare ti kS
slm f n of the nm ’ ,,mitd-I ,, rnmom iim- amplitudr change. fun,Ian,rnmal .,n,tititu’le.

• ‘ ‘ .~~~ - ~~~~~~ - — — — ~
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TAIhi,E It . i.t, aum, rel r’,’, mn—tempe rature values t i Ii ned K. .

Sftni~,le 
,~ h Eulrulo,laieti

Samp le I~~ngth trim data 1 11 K ,
ri e m m a t , , , , ,  cmi l’ rr$i fld value, I ivera ieb lit ’’ Inn .,,n i i lIi ” -ii n/ ,-nt~I

IOu) 4.n2 S ’~~~~~~.UMe u.uhi, 
~~~~ 

lri. ,tl. i — 1 1 .10

(111 1 3. 46u:l i.llru.u26 l~ :~~~i 1,722 ihi.I0007 — 0 ,4 0

11001 3 ,7~o3 h .O Gn O . u44 lu:~~~b i2,s~2uo —7 .752

‘W . T. Yost and 9t A , lim-e rm ea l e, Ptiyo . Rev, B ~, 310 19711.
‘} m ,imn the lads tI it. .1, hlcflsi in,In and P. Aw hreat eh , Jr., J . A1,pl. Phi’u. i, ‘ill f u J I ,

t hy  The values of 1 in the i tO!  a nd the 1100 ! direc-
181 - h’13t K 1-BK tionS are approxintately 5 . ’, itid 5. 5’ ,l,zher than

‘ ‘ u , ’t 
~
‘ those oi l, while the value -ii ,l in the 1 i i1J  three-

If the effect of ihe power lost tro m the fundan,en. tiom i is approximatel y 0. 8 tower than that al I.
tal to the second hcmrn,onic and by at enuation iS The present measurements of the iii) sa hms p le
co ,,sm de red . as was done in I, one fimtds that the we re made at 29. 5 Ml-fz , - m d  the mecisu renients
p resent data sci t Is ly the small amplitude assump- of the 1110 ! amid time Iiool samp le were made il
lion bette r h a n  Ihose in!. This can be seen In 30. 0 Mttz , The impedcim,ce,i . in the room-temtmera-
Fig. 5 in which we present values of dhe dime,,- ture apparatus were metsured at each freq ut’itcy,
sioniess parameter ,u calculated from both sets and it is presuntably errors asso nladed With these
of data. Impedance measurements which in ’  maiiily cc-
The data from I were corrected for the effect spon si bie b r  l im e differences between t he pr es et it

of residual ttol.se ti, the equtfimettt (whIc h ‘miSs Omit values mat j) ~nd those mat 1.
done previounl yl . It is seen that the present data ‘ 

-
ire best f i t  by a horizontal straight line and those B. Temiwratum ,leimenifhnre it TOt s,,ii.iunt*

of I are reasonably extrapolated in the manner Figure 6 shows the lila we obtaumied for Ihe
described in that publication. The maximum dii - three different K,’s of fermanlun i as a f u~hc dio n
terence between the sets of data is only 5.5%. l,i
view of the fact that both measurements depend ___________________________

upon absolute n,e,su cemnent s of disp lacement am - 22
plitudes on the order ~f 10” ‘ A, this agreement c

i
is quite satisfying. — 

~ ó~~~~’ L

Furthe r comparisons between the present re- 2.0 ~~~suits and the data of I are given In Table 11. In
the thi rd column is the value of LI obtained by a
least-squares fit to the present data mod Its Stan’ 1.8 _,,,~,.7 ~~dard deviation, In the Iourth col umn is the value
of 1 extrapolated fron, the data of I, aider correc-
tion for residual noise , Fo r reference , values
origln;mlly listed In I are given in parenuheses In
Ihis colu mn. In the f i f th  column the average be- -

twe t ’ n the Iwo va lues of (I are given , and this is 
-~~taken is the most probable value. In the last 1 c 

— — 

—coiutnn Is gIven the va lue of K, calculated from •

the mont probable value of ,t and the value of K1
listed in column 6. 08

T h e  c.mndom error fo r the present meanuren ,ent
is somuewhat higher than tti~t of I, Th is Is itt large 2 4 6 8
part because the present mea surements were A, (10’~ meter)
made at much lower ampliludes. The lysten,atic ihi3. 5. i)mnm ,’ r ,o, .,n lesn t i i r i,n ieter ii pliitta’rl a. -, Ion,—
e’rct ,rim are esdimated tu be within plus or minus thin ‘if Ike tutntiimt,nmidal ..ni~iIitiade. u present laIn.
10 .  This estimate Is ct,nnl5tend with the diffe r- lads ir,,m I 1W . I . Y , x t  and St. A. lire’c,,eule , l’lms u.
ences between the present wuark m d  data in I. ttov. h I t . ~liI t I J T l I .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  4
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100 200 
- , 

3C,, .‘ .,,
TEMPERATURE ~ i~() -12,

FIG, i3, Temperature dependence of the comt,InatlonS 1)0 - ‘Y) 300
b r i E vstnstanh,s A , b r  the three prin cIpa l iI,reci ,nna in TEM~~ P4T OcE (‘I’

I,rr o ,anium , FIG. li. Tenipershiire depe mntienut, ,,t certain roE
cnnsu nts co mniim nati on S calculated Irom oar fiat a under
the auuumpt xo n that mime “Andecnoo—Oruneisen pars,,,—

of temperature . The f Irst dada runs, shown by elar” and c 0 are tenuperatu re mntiepenileni.
the opeti nyntbols were taken wIthout use of the
ph.mse ’ . se,msit ive detector , The curves for the

- 1100! and 111! directIons are considered do be as smooth. The Initial data between approximately
too smooth to admid a negative phase of the sec- 15 and 50’K had shown a peak or dip dependIng
ond harmonic from which the data were calcu- on the interpretation of the phase. We also noted
laded . The data in the 1110! direction were nod that a thermal gradient might have been respon-

sible fo r this behavior, The apparatus was modl-
fled to eliminate thermal gradients and dime phase-

~~osj( tye detecto r si ns issided . The data shown as
4 A1O~ solid circles were taken with dhe modlf led appara-

tus. There is no ambIguIty about the sign of the

were calc ulated. The agreement between the
two sets of data In the low-temperature range
reassured us about the correctness of these data
and aitowed us to eliminate erroneous data points

ia 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

second-harmonic amplItude from which these data

from this plot .
- 4 Down to lIquid-nitrogen den iperature . these

Z - — data reproduce the results of I t o  well within ~~~ ,

The data for the Iioo j direction can be fit very

o well with a stra ight line dow n to 3 ’ K. The data
ti -8 _______________________________ for the [ i l l j  direction is essentially a straight
t— “n..,~~ tine with a very slight upturn at very tow tem-

4 perahures . The data for Ihe ito ! direction are
tIme only ones w hi ch  show a marked dev iat lomm from

-12 a straight line, At low temperatures the re is a
() defh im ite downturn of the data.i__i These limm ear cotmtb i,,at ions of the TOE Constants
U are tuoh the nimmiphes t possible co ,nibimtatmo ns is -all—

able from our data . F’oc ex aumip te , ~~~ is ron -
Iainm ’d In each, of lt ,ene curves , amm ml therefore cIte

-16

be ssitmtr iictc’d maul. ‘~roceenIimmg iii t h i n  t ,shtomi , we

have qv;ilucttt ’d tIle Si mplest Cot m, bimm ,mtlot is 01 TOE
d’Ommstlmnhs showim lit Fig, 7,100 200 300 As ran t~ ’ ni’m’mi . d u d e ’  Is tiol a g reat v c tr lctdi tm n

m- ) r ’l40 1- p f ,yi  of~ 
of these co,m,bi,u,,tlti,IS 01 lhm i rd-mardc’r e’tast ic cm mn-
,i t c, ,mt n down to 77 K , Hut is’tween 77 and 3 - KI Ii., 7 , rct, ,i.- ,:,turm-. .k- 1 , ,-ixh,’,,,-j. ‘~t Is,’ ,.iimt~ihent
lhm’re Is a ronsldm’ral,le’ vart iml it mn in some at them.i ,ifl a mi ,.,, , - ‘ I r’ it; - ,,,,-,iani - ,Ini I, t a n  n i-au t ,I_,te, I mr- nm

‘5 . 5 . ‘ i (.c-rn ,nnt un, . In p ar mt c tmla r . t ime coimuh inata, tn iC 1~, nO t ’ 11 *

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  4
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~ 

sat McSlsintin and Andreadch° Iconibination sit TOE— ?, . ‘ cot,sm, ixt 5 ad room tem lm perature i , and Ihe dada of
- MvSki,t t,,” toy t he  second-o rder Conslants t’ ,

- —
~~ ‘“ 1 and l.’ ,~ we can calculate the “Anderson-Grut,eisen ’4-.g parameter by Rao ’ s formulation ” :

- ‘ “Con I 5 —~~~ — (C ,~, s6C ,12 . 2C ,23) /3(C ,, - 2t ’ - . ( lOb
—

- 

‘ - ~~ U S us Indeed co,tstant as a funchion at ien ip rn~u-
Ii ture , then lh,e temperatu re duipendettne ‘it hhte.6L comnbinat iot i ‘iC ,,2 ~

‘,11 can be ‘ahidaimied li-o tmt - ,u r
‘00 200 ~~o data, Under Otis assumption, thus Contbit ,jt ion
rE’MPERATUISE -- n ’ of TOE const ants show s v mrtua ll y to tem t ierature

FlU . 9. Temperature ij epeo’lenre of certain ‘roE cnn— dependen ce (see Fj g . Ill . 11 it is further assunted
slant conmhmnadmnnu cal c ulated ico ni our data a.’,satt im ng ihat C~ , is tot a tun c tion of hemiht ieratmi re attddht al 1,0th the “Antlccs,-,s_ Grtoe,sen parameter ’ 5551 i.,,5 equal do the’ rooni temperature value -,lih:t i ,Iv ’d hroniare teniperatmm re m inlepenslent. the data oI our experiment and McSkit,t in atmd

Andreatch b , additiomial TOE consta,tfs sta g be Cal-
culated. These calculated constants are izis-enc rosses zero at 7 K  and becomes poslllve below 
~ri n~, P and are designated by enclosing dhe con-that temperature . Since these are the TOE con- stants In quotation mark s to specify ihai t thesestands which would play a significant role in the calculations are based on the two assumptionstransverse modes, we feel that the lack of agree- given above ,

mend bet-seem-n theore t ical calculation of thermal In conclusion , the measum-eimments indIcate thatexpansion fro m elastIc dat a ““‘i and the mea- there is a delinite temperature dependence sib somim eSured thermal expansion might be attributed to of the TOE constants , Since we cann ot isolatethe theoretical assumption that the TOE Constants all of the TOE Constants, it Is not fm’asIble ‘Itare independent at tem perature. present to deternt ine the elfect of this tetmtp era-
bare depende nce on the Grinm,isen pac anteter Cal .III ISOLAI h( >~ Op Ai)ImlTlObA L TOE cONSTA14TS
culat ion of Brumgger and Frit z. ° However , j ar

Further rr -iuCdio n of the data can be mad e if one assuntptt~n that the Anderson-Gruneisen param-
makes the assumption that the -. Anderson-G run- eder is independent of tentperatu re hIts ailo’,o-ed uselsen par lmme t er ” is not a function 01 temperature , “ to plot most of the TOE constants as a function of
This as sumption may be more va ild than the as - temperature , The validity of this assumption.sumption that the TOE constants are independent and hence of the curves drawn to Figs, 8 itid 9 ,of tenmpe rat ure . Therefore . using Ii to isolate Is open to question how ever , one can observeadditIonal TOE constants f rom our data may prove that , to the exde ,mt these curves ace valId , the
to be Inst ructive , greatest temperature dependence sce nts to be

UsIng the data from our c-xper lrmtent, the data found in C1~ and 3C ,1, a 4C 4~~.
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ULTRASONIC NONLINEARITY PARAMETERS OF FUSED SILICA BETWEEN
32K and 3002K -

Breaz.ale, M. A. Department of Physics
Cant reII , J.H. - The Unive rs ity of Tennessee

Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 USA

The nonlinearity parameters of fused silica have been measured between room
temperature and 3 Kelvin by the harmonic generation technique (1-).

A 30 141z ultrasonic pulse is generated in samples of fused silica which differ
in hydroxyl ion content and in homogeneity. As the ultrasonic wave propagates
through the sample it generates harmonics of the 30 P41z fundamental . By use of a
capacitive receiving transducer , amplitudes of both the fundamental and the second
harmonic are measured. Typical values of the fundamental and second harmonic
amplitudes are , respectively, 2.2 Angstroms and 9.3 x l0~~ Angst roas. These uipli-
tudes are used to calculate the nonlinearity parameter (2)

3C1 1+C111• 
~~ll 

~ -

and hence the third-order elastic constant C , 11 .  Room temperature values of these
quantities for four different samples are gi9iñ in Table 1.

As the temperature is lowered to 3 iç C111 changes by 16% for Suprasil $1, and
less than this for the other samples. The variation of B is 7% for Supre.stl 2, and
less than this for th. other samples. Since B can be related to the longitudinal
mode strain Grflneisen parameter ‘

~ll’ 
this means that temperatur. dependence of the

total Grlineisen parameter as great (3) as 800% must come from sources other than
variations of the third—order elastic constant C 111. (Research sponsored by th.
Office of Naval Research.) .

TABLE I
Sample - B C11 (10fl dynes/cm2) C111 ~io12 dynes/c.2)

Suprasil Wi —3.86 ± 0.071 7.8059 ± 0.0029 6.70 ± 0.124
Suprasil $2 —3.93 ± 0.034 7.S078 ± 0.0020 6.85 ± 0.058
Suprasil 1 —4.14 ± 0.041 7.7633 ± 0.0016 - 7.31 ± 0.073
Suprasil 2 -3.90 ± 0.039 7.7633 ± 0.0014 6.75 ± 0.067 

I -
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Ultrasonic Investigation of the nonlinearity of fused silica for different hydroxyl-lon contents
and homogeneities between 300 and 3°K

John H. Can trell, Jr. and M. A. Breazeale
Depar tment of Physics~ The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

(Received 19 September 1977)
The harmonic-generation technique was used to measure the third-order elastic constants C111 of four types

of fused silica. The samples differed in amount of OH content and directional homogeneity. The results
indicate that a relatively large OH content in fused silica may give rise to a relatively greater value of C111
and that C111 is a weak function of temperature regardless of Oil content. The relationship between the
experimentally defined ultrasonic nonlinearity parameter ~ = —(3 C~1 + C~1 1)/3C1~ and the Grtineisen
parameter 

~‘ 
also has been determined. The measured temperature dependence of $ indicates that in the

Debye model elastic constants other than C11 and C111 must dominate the strong temperature dependence of
the Orüneisen parameter for fused silica at low temperatures.

I . INTRODUCTION pansion coefficient as a function of temperature.
One such material is fused silica. Fused silica

A number of the physical properties of solids has a positive thermal-expansion coefficient down -

result from the fact that solids are inherently non- to a temperature of approximately 0.3 of its Debye
linear . Among these properties are thermal ex- temperature. There the thermal-expansion coef-
panslon, attenuation of high-fr equency sound ficient becomes negative and continues to grow
waves, heat conduction, and wave-form distortion more negative as the temperature is lowered .’0
of ultrasonic waves passing through a solid. These This gives rise to the anomalous behavior of the
nonlinear effects arise because of anharmonicity Grlineisen parameter y shown In Fig. 1, where it
of the interatomic potential . is seen that y also becomes negative around 0.3 of

The earliest investigations of anharmonicity in the Debye temperature and continues to become
solids were pursued from more purely thermody- more negative as the temperature approaches zero.
namic experimentation. For example, Fizeau1 This Is in contrast with germanium, for which y
was among the earliest Investigators to measure levels off as the temperature approaches zero and
thermal expansion, with quartz whi ch maintains a positive y for all

Gr~inelsen’ developed the relationship between temperatures. Several investtgaUons~~”~” m di- -
the thermal-expansion coefficient and a parameter cate that at least part of the explanation for the be-
which was assumed to be temperature Independent havior of fused silica may be due to the dominance
(the ~~linelsen parameter v). Barron”4 and of transverse-acoustical modes at these tempera-
Sheard’ were among the first to make calculations tures; however, this hypothesis can be tested only
relating the Glinelsen parameter to elastic data. as Information on the behavior of TOE constants
They limited their calculations to the cases of high as functions of temperature is collected . Since the
and low temperatures. Collins ,5 Schuele and TOE constants determine how a large amplitude
Smith ,7 Brugger and Frltz, and Gerllch9 have ultrasonic wave distorts as it propagates through
made more extensive calculat ions to determine the the solid , TOE constants can be calculated from
temperature dependence of the Ck~iinelsen parame- ultrasonic wave distortion. We have chosen to
ter f rom elastic data using the quastharmonic measure this wave-form distortion In order to
Debye model of solids. Thus, the Ckilnelsen con- understand more fully the unusual behavior of
stant Is a convenient link between thermal-expan- fused silica.
a b s  data and elastic data. Ultrasonic wave distortion was Initially observed

The agreement of the calculated dependence of In polycrystalline alumlnum’ and In several single
the (~‘ilneisen parameter as a function of tempera- crystals” with quartz transducers. Absolute am-
ture with values measured from thermal expansion plitude measurements became possible with the
has been limited because of the lack of availability development of the capacitive receiver ,’8 and mea-
of elastic data [particularly third-order elastic surements at different temperatures became possi-
(TOE) constants) as functions of temperature. For ble with a later refinement .’ Several Investiga-
many materials such as Cu, Ag, An, Al, and Na tors’°~’ have used this method to calculate corn-
qualitative agreement exists, but some materials binations of truly adiabatic TOE constants. Yost
exhibit an anomalous behavior of the thermal-ex- and BreazealeU combined the results of this meth-
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1/0
FI G. 1. Temperature depe~idence of the Gr~inel een parameter for quartz, germanium, and spectrostl fused

sUlca (from 0. K. White, Cryogenic 4, 2 (1964)1.

od with those of Dunham and Huntington’4 to obtain direction. In this special case the nonlinear wave
the first complete set of purely adiabatic TOE con- equation takes the form as

stants (of fused silica) at room temperature. Corn- 
~binatlons of TOE constants of copper25 and german- p011 =C ,,j~j  + (3C ,,÷C ,,,) 
~

— j~z, 
(1)

lum” have been measured between room tempera-
ture and 77 ilK. More recently, the measurements where p0 is the mass density of the undisturbed
on germanium were extended to lower tempera- medium, u is the particle displacement, a is the
tures (3 °K).” Lagrangian (laboratory) coordinate in any direc-

• The purpose of the present investigation Is to ex- tion , and C,, and C,,, are second- and third-order
plore the results of anharmonlcity more fully. To elastic constants, respectively.
do this, we have measured the second harmonics Ansuming an initially pure sinusoidal disturbance
of an Initially sinusoidal ultrasonic wave in four at a =0 , the solution to Eq. (1) may be written’
different samples of fused silica between room
temperature and 3 ‘K. From these data we have u A , sin~ka —u ~t ) — [ ( 3C ,, +C ,,,) / 8C , 5] A~k’
calculated the ad iabatic TOE constant C ,,, as a Xo cos2(ka — &et) , (2)
function of temperature. Also, we have plotted the
experimentally defined nonlinearity parameter where k is the propagation constant 2v/X , and w
= — (3C,, ÷C,,, /SC,,), because, as we show, there is the angular frequency. Hence, an initial sinus-

is a relationship between $ and a Cklineisen pa- oidal disturbance of amplitude A , distorts Linearly
rameter . The Implications of the present results with propagation distance a and generates a second
in light of the temperature dependence of the harmonic of amplitude
(kilneisen parameter are discussed. 

A,=_ [(3c,,+c,,,)/8C,,JA~k’a. (3)

II. THEORY Solving Eq. (3) for C,,, yields

A. Ultrasonic nonllsiearlty in iolroplc solids C,,,~~—3C,,I . ( A ,’A~)(l/k ’a) ÷ l ]. (4)

For an isotropic solid pure mode propagation is All quantIties on the right-hand side of this equa-
possible for a longitudinal ultrasonic wave in any tbon can be measured and C~1, can be determined.

L 
- - .-•

~~~~~~
~.
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The quantity q~ = (6i r ’/ V 0) ”’, where V0 is the volume per atom].
The specific heat of mode (p,~~ in Eq. (9) is given

~. (A ,JA~)(l/k ‘a) =$ (5)
by

In Eq. (4 )  is a si gn I f ic ant quantity in this study. If 
= (~~~\ 4~1 6 (p , Th/ T] ’

B is zero , then A, is zero and no second har- C(p, i~) 
\2r ) f  d

~ {expI0(p, !~)/T] _ 1}2
monle is generated. Since the generation of a

• second harm onic  is a direct measure of the non- (10)
• l inea rI ty  of a solid then ~ may be referred to as where 8 ( p , N )  is the characteristic Debye tempera-

the ultrasonic nonlinearity parameter. For iso- ture of mode (p, i~) given by
tropic solids $ is expressed in terms of the elastic
constants as 8 (p, l~)= (hq0/K)S(p,l~), (11)

p = —(3C 1, +c ,11 ) /3c ,,. (6) where K is the Boltzmann constant and

/8w(P~4)) ( 12)Ii. Grüneisen parameters and their relationship to ~ s(p, ~~~~ = 

~ sq q.O
I. G,üneisen para meven

is the elastic wave speed of that mode.
The anharmonicity of solids also can be investi- It is convenient to introduce the strain general-

gated from thermodynamic measurements (e.g., ized GrUneisen parameters V ,h(P, 4) defi ned by
volume expansivity, variations in isothermal com-

1 /ow (P~4)) 1 (13)pressibility as a function of temperature , etc.). v ( p 4 )  II ~‘(p ,q) 
~~,, ,.j ,c, ,Among those investigating anharmonicity from these

techniques it has become common to express the where ‘1 IS the Lagrangian strain tensor and the
results in terms of the GrUneisen parameter ‘s’, indices j, k = 1, 2 , 3. The volume generalized
defined bY’ 

• 

Grlineisen parameters can be expressed in terms
y a / Kr C~~

i.i a/K s Cp ,  (7) of the strain generalized GrUneisen parameters by

where a is the thermal volume expansivity, K,. 4) = 
I

and K 2 are the isothermal and isentropic compres- K,.. E ~~~~~~~~~ 4) ,  (14)
‘a

sibilities , respectively, and C,~ and C~ are the where K,. is the isothermal compressibility and
isochoric and isobaric heat capacities, respective- SL,, are the isothermal elastic compliance coeff i-

cients.
A relationship between v and the elastic constants It has been shown” that y,5(p , 4) can be expressed

can be found from calculations based on the as- in terms of the elastic constants by (Einstein nota-
sumption that’’~ (I) the material behaves like tion )
continuous an isotropic medium , (Ii) the nondisper-
sive Debye model of specific heats is valid , and
(lii) the generalized Gr’dneIsen parameters depend • 

+ ÷ C15,,,,,U,U,)N,,N,] ,
on temperature only through the lattice dimensions.

If one defines the volume generalized Cklineisen (15)
parameter for the mode (p,4) by where

v (ow(P ~4)) , (8) 
W (P P I~) = C ,II,,I,N PI N N UN U V . (16)

\ &V 
~ JQ gives the di rect ion of wave propagation , U is a

where p is the polarization index (p — 1, 2, 3) cor- unit vector along the direction of polarization ap-
responding to the three acoustical modes, 4 is the propriate to p, and the subscripted C’s are the
wave vector , V Is the volume , T is the tempera- second- and thIrd-order elastic constants In the
ture, and w(p , 4) is the angular frequency of the equations.
mode. The Grlineisen parameter y may then be 2. RdGf lOI,S5Ip to tire ultrasonic nonlinear ity p ara meterexpressed as’

~ = E.#dnv(p, N)C(P,N)/~~.f 

For pure longitudinal acoustic modes in an iso- -

dQC ( p , ii) , tropic solid , Eq. (15) reduces to the set of rela-
tions (using Voigt’° notation)

(9)
- . ‘ IVII — —(3C 1, +C ,l,) /2C 1, , - (17)

where the integration Is performed over the spatial ,v,, ,v,,= —(Ci, ÷C ,,,) / 2 C ,, , (18)
direct ion i~.4/ ~4~ In the irreducib le part of the
llrlllouin zone in our case a sphere of radius and

-

• . - - - - - - e, ••.~~~. •-~ •
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,y1, =0 , i *j, (19) B. Second-order elas(ic cunstants

where the prescript 1 indicates Longitudinal-acous- The second-order elastic (SOE) constant C,, ap-tical modes. From Eq. (6) and (17) it is seen that pearing in Eq. (4) was determined from room-tern-
1v1~ is related directl y to the ultrasonic nonlinear- perature longitudinal wave-velocity measurements ,ity parameter $ by since

,y~, = 2 p .  (20) C,, =p , V’ , (23)
Hence, one of the strain generalized Grüneisen where Po is the mass density of the unstrainedparameters is measured directl y by the present solid. The measurements were mad e with capaci-harmonic-generatIon technique. tive transducers” which eliminated the problemFor an Isotropic solid Eq. (9) reduces to the of bond corrections. The temperature dependenceform 

of C~ was calculated from the data of A. Zarem-
v = (y ,C , + 2y ,C ,) /( C 1 + 2c,), (21) bowitch” who measured the SOE constants of Pur-

posil fused silica as a function of temperature.where 
The SOE constants of the Suprasil fused-silica

= + ~$ — (C,, + C,,, )/3C,, (22 ) samples used in these experiments are assumed
to have the same relative temperature dependenceis the longitudinal-mod e volume generalized as that of Purposil.GrOneisen parameter obtained from Eq. (8), and

C, and C, are the modal specific heats of Eq. (10). C. Samples
y, in Eq. (21) is the transverse-mode volume gen- The fused-silica samples used in this work wereeralized Q4ineisen parameter and is not easily manufactured under the commercial designationexpressed in terms of the ultrasonic nonlinearity Suprasil. All samples were cylindrical , approxi-parameter. 

- mately 2.54 cm in diameter , and were coated onThe significance of the relationship of the non- each end with copper to a thickness of approxi-.linearity parameter $ to the Grüneisen parameter mately 1000 A. The length of each sample, impur-v is now established for the case of isotropic solids. ity content , and the measured ultrasonic wave ye!-It allows one to ascertain directly the contribution ocities at room temperature (27 °C) are given inof the ‘longitud inal-mode” elastic constants C11 Table I. The - symbol W indicates that the sampleand C,,,to the temperature dependence of the has only 5 ppm of OH, while the unlettered sam-Grflneisen parameter when $ is measured as a ples have OH contents of 1200 ppm. The numericalfunction of temperature. designation 1 or 2 indicates the degree of homo-
geneity of the sample. The designation 1 indicatesIII. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
a guaranteed strong homogeneity in all directions ,A. Apparatus and measurement technir~uea whereas the designation 2 Implies a guaranteed

The apparatus and measurement techniques for strong homogeneity only in the direction perpen-
determining the amplitudes of fundamental and dicular to the sample surfaces.
second-harmonic waves are described in detail -

elsewhere.’1 The amplitudes of the fundamental IV . RESU LTS
and the second-harmonic waves were measured A. Room.temperature measurementaabsolutely in each sample at room temperature.
These data were used in Eqs. (4) and (5) to deter- Accurat e room-temperature values of the non-
mine room-temperature values of C,,, and $. At linearity parameter $ and of C,,, were determined
all other temperatures the amplitudes were mea- by an extrapolation technique which minimized the
sured relative to the room-temperature values , effect of attenuation on the results.’8 The nonlin-
and relative values of C ,,, and B were determined. earity parameter $ was measured for different

TABLE I. Samples used In this study and pertinent properties.

Impurity content (ppm) Sample length Longitudinal ultrasonic
Sample OH Fluorine Chlorine (cm) velocity (10k cm/eec)

Suprasil WI 5 260 260 1.2590 ~0.00O3 5.9526 ~O.0O16Suprasil W2 5 260 260 1.2587 0.0002 5.9533 * 0.0011
Suprasil 1 1200 130 130 1.2593 * 0 .0002 5.9363 0.0012
Suprasil 2 1200 130 130 1.258610.0002 5.9383tO .0011

— - —
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A 1 tI0~°m) caused an increase in mass density fluctuation as
much as 3 parts in i0~ in their  experiments.

________ 

2 
______ Primak’4 suggested that in similar experiments

by Fraser” in the ultrasonic range of frequencies
-36  3.6 the results reflect the effect of network cleavages

SUPRASIL WI .i nduced b y OH Impurities.
-~~ 8 0 o

0 
~ -38 Table II sho ws that $ is negative for all fused-

0 0 “ 00000 00
0 silica samples. This means that A, is also nega-

0 0 . . . .-40  t~ve and that C13 , is positive. Bainsand Breazeale
• 

~~~ 
have shown , using a phase-sensitive detector , that

-38 SuPRASIL W2 38 the harmonics of fused silica are generated out of
0 

~ 
phase with those generated by the same ultrasonic

-40 0 0 j -40 wave in copper. They conclude that the positive
SUPRASIL I -~ C1,, of f used silica means that the solid becomes

-40 0 -40 sof ter upon compression i-n contrast to copper
0 0 which becomes stiffer upon compression.

-42  -42  According to Table II , Suprasil 1 has a substan-
-~ tially higher value of C~,1 than any of the other

-36 -36 samples used in these experiments. It is tempting
to infer that this is because of the high OH c .ntent

SUPRASIL 2
-38 v -38 of the sample (1200 ppm compared to 5 ppm for

~ V 
V Suprasil Wi and Suprasil W2), but Suprasil 2 also

-40 v -4.0 has a high OH content (1200 ppm) and gives a value
of C i,, which lies between those of Suprasil Wi and

I I Suprasil W2. The reason for this is not completely
FIG. 2. Room-temperature plots of $ as a function of understood at this time. A check of all the samples

the fundamental amplitude , with crossed polaroid sheets revealed that rea~duai
stresses were undetectable by this technique.
Hence , residual stresses in a particular sample

fundamental wave amplitudes A , for each sample. probably are not the cause of the difference.
The resulting values of $ were plotted as a function A possible explanation may lie in the fact that
of A 1, as shown in Fig. 2. The solid curves are even though Suprasil 2 is strongl y homogeneous
drawn through the data points in such a way that In the direction perpendIcular to the sample faces,
they approachA~ =0 with a horizontal tangent. it may have inhomogeneities in other directions.
Previous analysis’8 shows that this extrapolation If mass density variations existed parallel to the
corrects for the effect of attenuation. As can be sample faces, then there would be an associated
seen the maximum magnitude of this correction is phase variation across the ultrasonic wave front.
of the order of 5%. Such a situation leads to phase heterodyning which

The results of the extrapolated room-tempera- can cause significant changes in the amplitude of
ture measurements of $, C,1, and C,,, are given In the electrical signal response.” Since this hetero-
Table II. An examination of the table reveals that dyning Is frequency dependent, fundamental and
the SOE constants of the fused-silica samples with second-harmonic waves would be affected differ-
high OH content (Suprasil 1 and Suprasil 2) are ently. The result could be a decrease in the mea-
lower than the samples with low OH content sured value of C,,, for Suprasil 2. If this were
(Suprasil Wi and Suprasil W2) . These results are true , then one could consistently associate high
consistent with those of Hetherington and Jack” Ci,, values with high OH content. Thus , t he net-
who noted also that an Increase in OH content work cleavages introduced by the OH impurities

TABLE II. Mea sured room—temperature valuea of $, C~ , and C~11.’

Sample C,1 (10” dyn/om’) C111 (10” dyn/cm’)

Supraail Wi —3.86 0.07 1 7.8059 i 0.0029 6.70 * 0.124
Supr aail W2 —3.93 i 0.034 7.8018 0.0020 6.85 * 0.058
Supraail 1 —4.14 * 0.041 7.7633 0.0016 7.31 * 0.073
Suprastl 2 —3.90 0.039 7.7633 i 0.0014 6,76 0 .067

aThe errora h ated are the calculated etandard davlatlona (random errors),
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of $ for the fused- FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of C,,3 for the fused-
- silica samples, silica samples. -

which may be the cause of lower C,, values could due to temperature changes in the transducer
also be the cause of higher C ,,, values, bonds is ±3% and the standard error is no more

than ±1%. Hence , the considerable amount of scat-
B. Cfyogenic meaaurements of fl and u s  implications ter would seem to indicate structural changes in

to the calcu lation of Grüneiae n’s ~ the samples as a function of temperature. In large
part, this may be due to the asymmetrical natureIn making relative measurements with the cryo- of the void surrounding the oxygen atom , which isgenic sy”tem , the quantity $ is determined direct- a reflection of the random nature of the tetrahedrally” !see Eq. (5)]. The resulting plots of $ versus network. As the temperature is lowered , evidencetemperature in Fig. 3 indicate that $ is virtually 
exists’4 that the Si —0—Si bond angle changes due totemperature independent. This means that the 

~~~ the asymmetrical vibrations of the oxygen atoms.
component of the strain generalized ~~ lineisen pa- Thus , the tetrahedral network of fused silica be-rameter also is virtually temperature independent low the quenching temperature is in a state ofsince = ~$. stress. The resulting states of strain are moreTherefore, the temperature variation of the ex- accentuated for the weak impurity bonds and thisperimentally determined Gr’üneisen parameter V makes them more efficient electron traps than thefor fused silica shown in Fig. I must come from strong Si—O bonds. This means that the effect of
variations in the volume generalized Qflneisen temperature changes is to cause variations , espe-parameter [ see Eqs. (21) and (22)]. cially in anharmonic-dependent effects since it isIt is apparent from Eq. (21) tha t in order to ob- these effects that are most sensitive to variationtam a negative value of the Qilneisen parameter in structural symmetry and strain perturbationsat some temperature for fused silica , at least one introduced by impurity sites.
of the volume-generalized ~~(Ineisen parameters Although scatter in the cryogenic measurementsmust be negative at that temperature since the is too large to attach a great amount of signuti-model heat capacities C, and C, are always posi- cance to Individual data points , trends in the C,,,-tive. Barron’4 and Blackman” have suggested versus-temperature data are apparent. The C,,,theoretical models which for some volume gener- values of Suprasil Wi, Suprasil W2, and Suprasil 2alized c~

’üneisen parameters, associated with cer- all show a slight general decrease of C ,,, with de-tain transverse-vibrational modes, do become creasing temperature. The C ,,, values of Suprasilnegative . These transverse modes necessarily in- 1 on the other hand do not decrease with decreas-
volve elastic constants other than C,, and C111. ing temperature. As with the room-temperature

measurements, Suprasil 1 (with high OH content)
C. Cryo~enlc meuurementsofC,,, seems to be an anomaly. Again however , Suprasil

The behavior of C,,, as a function of temperatur e 2 (also with high OH content) seems to show the
can be determined directly from that of B. Figure general C,,1-versus-temperature behavior as Su-
4 is the resulting plot of C ,,, versus temperature prasil Wi and Suprasll W2 (both with low OH con-
for the four samples. These curves show greater tent). Following the explanation given for the
scatter in the data points than was experienced in room-temperature measurements , it Is concelv-
previous experiments with copper’3 arid german- able that the lack of strong homogeneity In the
i u m. ’8,~

l Further , the estimate of random error Suprasil 2 sample gIves rIse to large density fluc- 
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t u at i l ) n s  ac ross the lace of the ultrason ic beam. dependence of $ and Cl,, indic ates that elastic con-
The change of temperature possibly may exagger- stants , other than C,, and C,ll , must dominate the
ate these density fluctuations , thereby giving rise strong temperature dependence of the experimen-
to the temperature dependence of C,,, observed for tally determined Grüneisen parameter for fused
Suprasil 2. The pronounced decrease of the C,,, silica at low temperatures. This is consistent with
value of Suprasil 2 (Fig. 4) with decreasing tem- the suggestion of Whit e and Birch ’4 that transverse

4 perature in the range 147—88 K indicates that a vibrations of fused silica are associated with the
strong structural change (and consequently density oxygen atoms of the tetrahedral network. The
changes) may have taken place. elastic constants associated with these transverse

modes would be of the type C 44, C ,44 , and C 455,
U. Conclusion which do not enter into the measurements de-

- scribed here.In conclusion , the present expertmental deter-
mination .s of $ and C ,,, as functions of temperature ACKNOWL U)GMENTSallow an Important Inference to be made regard ,ng
the temperature dependence of the Q’Uneisen pa- This work was supported in part by the U. S.
rameter for fused silica. If the quasiharmonic ONR . This paper is based in part on a doctoral
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SOMMAIRE

ACOUSTI QUE NONL I N EA IRE ET PHYS IQUE DU SOLIDE

L’êtude de l’ acoustique non linéaire en plus de développements

math~matiques et d’app lications pratiques pleins de promesses nous

conduit a des progrk essentiels dans 1’~ tude de la physique du sol-ide.

La deformation non linéaire d’une onde ultra—sonore dans un solide est

contrôlée par un param~tre noniineaire qui est ~ la fois-fonction des

constantes d’elasticite du troisthme ordre [TOE] et fonction des constantes

- . d’~lasticité—plus connues—du deuxthme ordre [SOE]. La mesure de la

deformation des ondes ultrasonores rend alors possible l’évaluation des

constantes TOE, les cons-tantes SOE. pouvant , elles , ~tre evaluees d’apr~s

les vitesses des ondes ultrasonores .

Le nombre des constantes elastiques est dèterminé par la sym~trie

du cristal . La grandeur et le signe des constantes TOE sont determines

par les forces intermolèculaires. Si Pon consid~re un cristal cubique

dans lequel existent les forces centrales et les interactions les plus

proches , ~ des temperatures voisines de 0 °K on trouve que C111 
= 2C112 

=

2C156 et C123 
= C456 = C144 = 0. -

Au cours des derni~res annees nous avons mesure les constantes TOE

en fonction de temperature, descendant jusqu ’a 3 °K dans des cristaux

tels que le germanium et le cuivre et dans de la silice amorphe fusthie.

Nous presentons un resume des resultats accesibles a Pheure actuelle

et nous faisons une comparaison du comportement des forces inter-

mo1~cu1aires pour des cristaux de types differents.

R~cemment nous avons d&ouvert que dans le cuivre les forces

centrales et les interactions les plus proches semblent prevaloir pour

determiner les constantes TOE pour les temperatures de 40 °K et de 190 °K.

Toutefois ii n ’en est rien a o °K contra t rement ce a quoi l’on poLlr ralt

s ‘attendre.

a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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A BS TRACT

NON L INEAR ACOUSTICS AND SOL ID STAT E PHYSIC S

In addition to mathematical advances and very promising practical

applications , the study of Nonlinear Acoustics now is leading to funda-

mental advances in Solid State Physics. Nonlinear distortion of an

ultrasonic wave in a solid is controlled by a nonlineari ty parameter

which is a function of the third—order elastic (TOE) constants as well

as the second—order elastic (SOE) (the usual ) elastic constants.

Measurement of the waveform distortion , then , makes possible the

evaluation of the TOE constants , because the SOE constants can be

evaluated from ultrasonic wave velocities.

The number of elastic constants is determined by the crystal sylTinetry.

The magnitude and sign of the TOE constants are determined by inter-

molecular forces. In a cubic crystal in which centra l forces and nearest—

neighbor interactions exist one would find C111 = 2C112 
= 2C166 and

C123 
= C456 = C144 0 in the limi t of 0 °K.

Over the past several years we have measured TOE constants as a

function of temperature down to 3 °K in such crystals as germanium and

copper and in amorphous fused silica. A summary of presently available

data is presented , and a comparison of the behavior of the intermolecular

forces for different types of crystals is made. Recently we have found

that in copper central forces and nearest-neighbor interactions seem to

predominate in determining TOE constants , but this does not happen near

0 °K as expected. It seems to happen near 40 °K and again at 190 °K.

- - — - -
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When a sinusoidal ultrasonic wave of finite amplitud e propagates

through a nonlinear medium it undergoes waveform distortion , as we all

know. The amount of this distortion and its dependence upon frequency

and propagation distance are determined by the nonlinearity parameter

of the propagating medium . For gases this nonlinearity parameter is

simply y + 1 where y is the ratio of specific heats. For liquids it is

B/A + 2, where B/A is the ratio of two terms in the equation of state.

For solids the situation is somewhat more complicated . Not only are

there both longitudinal and transverse waves to consider , but also the

fact that solids can be anisotrop ic means that the longitudinal and

transverse waves in general are coupled , so that one cannot define a

nonlineari ty parameter for every possible direction in a crystalline

solid . Our solution to this problem has been to consider the propagation

of finite amplitude ultrasonic waves only along the principal

crystallographic directions , and to restrict our attention for the

present to crystals of cubic symmetry. In the principal directions pure

mode propagation exists for the longitudinal wave, even though the

transverse wave is always coupled to a longitudinal wave. The pure-mode I ’

longitudinal wave is coupled to its own second harmonic in exactly the

same way a longitudinal wave in a fluid is. For these waves a nonlineari ty

parameter can be defined , and it is found that the nonlinearity parameter

is a function of the second-order elastic (SOE) constants and third-order

elastic (TOE) constants. The study of nonlinear distortion of ultrasonic

waves in solids , then, has produced a means of measuring the TOE constants

(the SOE constants can be determined from the velocity of ultrasonic

waves in the sample). Furthermore, the technique can be adapted to

measurements as a function of temperature, which produces results which

1
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are of fundamental importance to solid state physics. At present this

is the only technique which is consistently producing such results . Some

of our recent results are quite exciting; however, first let me remind

you of the technique.

In the principal directions in a cubic crystal longitudi nal waves
1of finite amplitude are descri bed by

p0i = 

~2 
!_

~. + (3K2 + 1(3) 
~3U a u  (1)

where 
~2 

and K3 are linear combinations , respectively, of the SOE and

TOE constants, as shown in Table I. The nonlinearity parameter2 is the

negative of the ratio of the nonlinear term to the linear term in Eq. 1 ,

namely,
3K + K

— K ~~=~~~• (2)
2

For an initially sinusoidal disturbance at a = 0, the solution takes

the form

- 

A~~k2 a8
u A 1 sin(ka wt) + —~~8 

cos 2(ka wt) + ~~ (3)

in which the second harmonic amplitude

A2 k2 aB
2~~~~~~~ 8

contains the nonlinearity parameter B. Our measurements , then , consist

of absolute measurement of the second harmonic ampl i tude , the funda-

mental amp litude , the frequency, and the sample length . The only real

problem in these measurements is the fact that the second harmonic

amplitude is so low (of the order of lO~
2 A at 60 14Hz) that care must

be exercised In getting an accurate value. A capacitive detector has

worked well for us, so that we have been able to determine B for

several samples—not only at room temperature ,
3
but also at low tern—

-
‘ peratures—down to 3 oK.

4 The behavior of B as a function of temperature

and the behavior of the TOE constants as a function of temperature are

_ _ _ _ _
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of most interest at present. Let us contrast their behavior in

germanium , in which covalent bondin g among the atoms exists , wi th that

in copper , in which exchange energy resulting from overlapping of closed

electronic shells seems to predominate in determining the elastic

constants .

Nonlinearity parameters measured as a function of temperature for

germanium are shown in Fig. 1; those for copper are shown in Fig. 2. In

each case a smooth curve is drawn connecting the data points . As can be

seen , the nonlinearity parameter is different in the three princi pal

directions in both cases, but the difference in the magnitudes between

germanium and copper is not great. Furthermore , the magnitude increases

in fi e order [100], [111], and [1101 in both cases. The variation with

temperature is not great, the greatest variation being only 20% for the

[110] direction in germanium. One can conclude , therefore, that the

nonlinearity parameter of solids , like the Grllneisen parameter , should

be nominally independent of temperature.

¶ There is much more information to be obtained from these data ,

however. Even though we cannot isolate all six of the TOE constants ,

we can isolate certain combinations of them. These are the quantities

listed in Table I as 1(3. Using Eq. (2), and known values of 
~2 

=

we can determine the combinations K3 plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. The value

of 1(3 for the [100] direction is the single TOE constant C111 . The

values of 1(3 in t~~ other directions are the more complicated linear

combinations in Table I. Upon examination it is clear that the curves

in Figs. 3 and 4 still are not the simplest combinations of TOE constants

available from the data. C111 appears in each expression for K3~ so it

can be subtracted out. In this manner one can obtain the curves shown

in Figs. 5 and 6, which are the simplest combinations of TOE constants

available from our data on the nonlinearity parameters.

- ---~~~~~~~~ — .,~~~~--
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Further interpretation of these curves is facilitated by comparison

with a model. We will use the simplest model available: a model in

which we assume that the atoms interact by central forces, and in wh ich

there are only nearest-neighbor interactions. Such a model has proved

to be inadequate to explain the magnitude of SOE constants; as we know.

It predicts that C11 = 2C12 
= 2C44, which is not satisfied by any of

the cubic crystals. On the other hand, we are concerned wi th the TOE

constants which are determined by the nonlinear interactions. For the

TOE constants the central forces, nearest-neighbor interaction model

pred icts that C111 = 2C112 = 2C156 and C123 = C456 = C144 = 0. We can

use these expressions to see how well those quantities we can measure

actually follow the predictions of the model. In Figs. 5 and 6 the

‘ combina tion C123 + 6C144 + 8C456 should vanish. F1g~ 5 shows tha t th i s

actually happens at approximately 15 °K for germanium. The fact that

th is combina tion becomes pos itive below this tempera ture canno t be
• explained at the moment. Another test of the agreement between the

data and the central forces , nearest-neighbor model comes from the fact

that, according to the model the combination C112 + 4C166 = 5/2 C111. I 
-

On FIgs..- 5 and 6 the value 5/2 C111 is ind icated by a dotted line. For

- ~ german ium the comb inat ion C112 + 4C 166 indeed is approach ing 5/2 C111
near 0 °K. This means that near 0 •1( the central forces, nearest—neighbor

model can be used to predict quite well the relationship among the TOE

constants of germanium. This is consistent, because the model is expected

to be most accura te at 0 °K, an d less accurate as the temperature is

Increased.

Let us now turn to the data for copper. The same combinations of

TOE constants are shown In FIg. 6. C11 .~ has ~iore or less the same

behavior for copper as for germanium, wi th only a slightly larger

~~~~~~~ ________ ~~ __________________
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variation wi th temperature. Likewise , there is reasona bl e agreemen t

between C 112 + 4C166 and 5/2 C111, except that for copper the agreement-

remains essentially the same , a difference of approximately 6%, for all

temperatures. For copper the combination C123 + 6C 144 + 8C456 is more

nearly zero for the entire temperature range. In fact , it vanishes

completely at two temperatures : 40 °K and again at 200 °K.

Let us assume for the moment that the TOE constants of copper actuall y

do follow the predictions of the central forces, nearest-neighbor model .

In that case we would be left wi th the necessity of explaining the dips

in the data in Fig. 6 which occur between 40 and 200 °K. If we exami ne

known physical mechan isms we fi nd that dislocation interaction , f i- rst

reported by Bordoni ,5 can produce in copper a peak in attenuation which

• has a similar temperature behavior. Seeger and Mann6 have pointed

out that nonlinearity is very large near a dislocation. Therefore , we

are led to speculate that we are viewing for the fi rst time the effect

of Bordoni relaxation on the measured value of the TOE constants of

copper. The samples we used for these measurements were neutron

irradiated to reduce dislocation interactions. Thus , if this is the

correct interpretation of the data, we can say immediately that our

measurements are especially sensitive to the presence of dislocations.

Additional measurements after further neutron -i rradiation or after

annealing wil l be required to confirm whether this is the correct inter-

pretation of the temperature dependence of the TOE constants of copper.

Acknowledgment: Research supported by the United States Off ice of

Naval Research.
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Table 1. K2 and K3 for principal directions of a cubic crystal

Direction ~2 K3
[100] C11 C111

1110] ~(C 11 + C12 + 2C~~) ~-(C 111 + 3C 112 + 12C 165)

[111] -~.(c 11 + 2C 12 + 4C44
) 

~-(C 111 + 6C 1~ 2 + 12C144 
I

I
+ 24C 166 + 2C 123 + 16C456)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Temperature dependence of the nonlinearity parameters of germanium.

2. Temperature dependence of the nonlinearity parameters of copper.

3. TOE constant combination 1(3 for germanium calculated from nonlinearity
parameters.

4. TOE constant combination 1(3 for copper calculated from nonlinearity
parameters.

5. Comparison of simplest TOE constant comb ination available from
germanium data with predictions of central forces , nearest-neighbor
model : C112 + 4C166 = 5/2 C

111 and C123 + 6C144 + 8C456 
= 0.

6. Comparison of simplest copper TOE constant combination and predic tions
of model.
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